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CHAPTER I 
IN'rRODUcn OL"i 
At the White. House Conference. of 1909 and 1933 concerning socially 
handicapped children. there was general conse.nsus among the attending 
h ·ld If th t th" family is tba most desirable. experts in the field of c 1. we. are a .... 
means of transmitting the culture to a child. It was accepted that it 
should be the. primary agent to shape tbe morals. aims, and social attitude.s 
which. affect the personality of a child. It was further agreed that where 
the family is disunite.d and incapable of performing this function, aspects 
of social disorganization, such as dependency and possib1. delinquency. are 
highly probable. In practice, this approach is supported by the fact that 
the principle of maint,'lining family unity is established public policy 
throughout the. United States. 1 Research studies have. also tended to verify 
the extreme importance of the family in maintaining social control. 
Two of the more notable studies that emphasize the effects of family 
disunity relative to delinquency are Clifford Shaw and Henry McKay's 
Juvenile Deliasu&ncY and Urban Areas 2 and Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck's 
De.linquents in the Makinl.3 Shaw and ~fcKay s"m to think that a brokan 
ia not the cause of delinquency ~ rather that the degree of emotional 
home. 
disturbances suffered by the child in a brokan home is the most important 
lWlti" House Conference on Child Health and Protection, De endent and 
Neglecte.d C ildren, New York and London, 1933 , p. 7. 
2cUfford R. Shaw and Henry D. McKay and others, Juftnile Delinquency 
and Urban Areas. (Chicago, 1942). 
3Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck, Delinquents in the Making. (New York, 
1952) • 
1 
2 
factor contributing to the delinquency of a cbild. The Gluecks, in taking 
anotber approach to delinquency as related to family disunity, studied the 
homes of delinquents and non-delinquents and found that more desertions, 
less affection and family unity, less-effective household managemant, more 
use of welfare facilities and more emotionally intensified situations 
characterized the delinquents' hemas. The Gluecks think that very little 
progress can be made in crime preve.ntion until family life is strengthened 
through a continuous, all-inconclusive program using the resources of all 
d . d 1·' 4 those engaged in mantal hygiene, social work, e ucat10n an re Lglon. 
Admittedly, these studies are not the most recent relating family disunity 
to delinquency but merely illustrate several different approaches that can 
be taken by a researcher. Irrespective of whether the studies were per-
formed earlier or later than those mentioned, the.re. exists the unmistakable 
fact of a high. correlation between personality developmant and behavior 
patterns of a child relative to type of family. If there is a common 
denominator in delinquency studies, it is found in the troubled homes from 
which a disproportionate amount of deUnquents come.S 
Assuming the above findings to be valid, a high incide.nce of recidivism 
for dependency and delinquency or both should occur in the groups studied 
in this research, since being referred to the. Intake Department of the. Arthur 
J. Audy Homa for Children as a dependent clearly reflects family disunity. 
This research will attempt, then, to discern and compare the. recidivi,m 
4Ibid •• pp. 46-61, 197. 
-
Swilliam C. Kvaraceus, The Community and the Delinquent, (New York, 
1954), p. 236. 
3 
for dependency or delinquency or both of two groups of boys from seriously 
disturbed families. Of those cases referred, the more serious cases should 
have a higher recidivist rate, the seriousness of a case being determined in 
th is re.set\rch by transfer from the Intake. I».partment to the. more permanent 
part of the. Audy Home. Less serious cases are. those released from Intake. 
to other sources. To further refine the research. an attempt will be made to 
apply the variables of race, age and religion to those. cases that are. 
re ferred elsewhere. by the Intake. Department and those cases that are referred 
to the Audy Home. proper. It is expected that in each age, race or religious 
group a greater rate of recidivism will e.xist among those cases transfe.rred 
to the Audy ltome. prope.r. However. it is e.xpected that each group of else-
wh.ere. referred and Audy Home cases would be different from each other. A 
brief explanation, then, of the variables of race, age and religion should 
ge~rally represent the expected differences. 
Along with the institutional variable relatift to recidivism will be 
applied the variables of race, age and religion, all of which will now be 
br iefly discussed. In e.mphasizing the racial Variable, the. ~ite House, 
Co.-.ference. of 1933 made specific mention of the. Negro movement to the North, 
wh.ich led to problems of housing, health, crima, education, politics. social 
coaltacts, and depende.ncy. The Negro, in making the. cultural transition from 
r~al to urban life, had not only the. problems that characterize. this cul-
tu~al transition but had to encounter unfriendly attitudes and prejudice.. 
because of his race. These facts made adjustment toward sound family 
Uwing even more. difficult than for the Caucasians. 6 It could then be 
;~ite House Conference, pp. 280-282. 
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expected that the Negro groups should return for dependency and delinque.ncy 
or both and in all probability for more serious offenses than the. Caucasian 
groups. It is hoped that other relationships can be. de.termined by the 
research, specifically, in relation to the types of offenses, as- of 
offenses. and distribution of offenses for specificiage groups. 
In respeet to the. second variable of age and its relationship to family 
disunity and possible de.linquency, considerable importance is attached by 
criminologists and penologists. At least three. generally accepted principles 
concerning 8ga ane crime art recognized: (1) most criminals exhibit anti-
social behavior patterns early in childhood; (2) the later the problem is. 
attacked, the. less the. chances for rehabilitation; and (3) young children 
should not be detained in police stations and correctional institutions 
designed primarily for adults. 7 
It is not certain what patterns, if any, will exist in the age groups 
studied; but it does appear that against the baekground of these principles. 
many cases should return at an early age. for de. Hnquency j i.e •• under the. 
age. of twelve. Also, it appears that those case.s re.ferred later for 
dependency would have been exposed to more disrupting persona1ity influences 
and would hence engage in delinquent b&havior earlier than cases refe.rred 
earlier whereby the. court would then be influencing tbe welf~re of the child. 
Also expected would be an incre.,>se. i.n recidivism and readmissions as the 
boY's age. increases. Whether this i8 80 or wbetbar different patterns of 
dependency and delinquency exist for eic~ al&. racial and religious group 
7Sbe.ldon and Eleanor Glueck, ed8 •• Pre.ftntipJ Cri_. (New York, 1936), 
p. 6. 
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shoul d be. de.termined by this research .. 
The third variable to be. considered in the. thesis is religion. since the. 
develop_nt of institutions for dependents historically has been closely 
allied to religious social systeUlS. 'lbere has not been a simibr deftlopment 
of institutions for de.pendente for all creeds, and there should appear in tbe 
thesis definite distinctions among the groups studied because private 
institutions have been closely allied to the Arthur J. Audy Home in regard 
to plac ing children. For example. the moS't~ difficult child to place in a 
private instituticn has always been the Negro Protestant child; therefore. 
it could be. e.xpected that d:i.ff'erent rates of transfer should exist between 
that group.'and tha Ccmcasian catholic or Protestant group:.. Also, the. :re.searct 
hopes to determine the distribution of referrals for each group relative to 
transfers to the Audy l~ proper. Another aspect of religion other than 
the availability of institutions for dependent placements made possible by 
religious groups is the impact that religious beliefs have. on the conduct 
of people but will not ba considere.d in th:!.G research. 
The fourth vtlriable., the i.nstitution, is important to the thesis 
because. the variables of race. age and religion are applied in an institu-
tional setting. The variable CJf:i.nstitution is related to family disunity 
because the. refe.rral to an institution for dependent children reflects a 
dj aunited family. Re.ferral of a dependent child to the Arthur J .. Audy Home 
is even more. reflective of family disunity becuuse the institution is 
primarily a delinquent institution and the only em8rtancy shalte~care home 
in Cook County. Associated, then. with a refe.rral to tbe Audy &. is Ii 
stigma aEl well as deleterious social contacts for a depe.n&t.at child. The .. 
6 
factors tend to support a &enera 11y accepted position by social worlce.rl that 
a child should not be removed from a home. because of squali<l conditions even 
where p:~re.nts appeur inadequate because. of ignorunce ~ limited oppor'tunitie. 
D.nd a h.(-k of experience if any of the cholracteristics of forethought, 
loyalty, re.sponsibility, imagination and re:ve.rence. for God are e.xhibited.8 
The thesis, then, will concern only serious cases of family disunity and 
will atte.mpt to discern bett1een these. se.rious cases. The criterion of 
seriousness will be determine.d by the. fact that a child is released from tbe 
Intcke De.partmant of the. Arthur 'J. Audy Home. or is transferred to the Audy 
ROtne proper we-re the child will re.tnain on the. average. of approximately 21 
deys. 
It would the.n appear that if the variables of race. age. and religion 
are applied to a disunited family situation in an institutional setting. 
there. should appear not only a high degree of recidivism for dependency and 
de.linquency, or both; but the.re also should b& variance. betwu.n the racial, 
age and 1'e.1ilio\15 groups. Further, if some of tba ,roups of cases that are 
referre.d are. cons id&re.dto re.pre.se.nt OOOW famUy dismLity • that group should 
have a hi&he.r ~3te. of re.cidivism for dependency and dalinquency. tb& hypo-
thesis t() biJ. teste.d, then, is "since those children woo are re.ferred 
initially for depe.ndency to the. Intake DepartMnt of the. Artb:u.t J. Audy Home 
and who am transfe.rre.d to the Audy Home. proper generally rapresent more 
serious family p~oolems and subsequently place.ment problems t than the rate of 
8White Rouse Conference, pp. 100-101. 
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recidivi.m for dependency and delinquency or both will be. greate.r for them 
than for those. children initially refe.rre.a for de.pendancy who are re.farre.d 
elsewhere from tha Intake. Department after the first admsaion. Further. 
difference,. wUl exist betwe.en the racial, ap and religious groups re.farred 
ela.whare frOll tba Iatalee. Dapartme.nt and those. referred to the Audy Home. 
proper. It The introduction of each of the. variablea of ace. race and reli-
gion to the Intake and Audy Home cases should altar the major hypothesis 
significantly; but wbatever the specific variable or combination of Yariable.. 
use.d, the Audy aoae ca .... are. expected to have. a higher rate. of re.cidiviS1ll. 
In the next chapter, a definition of de.pe.ndency "ill be given aa _11 as a 
further e.xplanation of the context in which the. definition wl11 be applied. 
CHAPTER II 
DEFINING DEPENDENCY AND THE CONTEXT IN WHICH IT WILL BE APPLIED 
The purpose of this chapter i.a twofold. First. the coneapt of a depen-
dent child in relationship to the law will be explained and clarified 
insofar as the concept is related to tba the.sia. Secondly, the. public 
institution, the Arthur J. Audy Home. for Children, which is where the 
research was conducted. will be. analyzed. The first .epae.nt of the chapter 
will concern the implications of involuntary and voluntary ne.glect which 
results in a .tate of dependency eor a child; the factor. involw.d in 
voluntary neglect; the. court and its consideration of .,tect from a histori-
cal view, past and present. the. le,al definition for dependency; the. court 
social workers and their relationship in date_ining dependency and finally 
an operational definition of dependency to be. uad in the. tbasia. '!'be 
second sepent of the chapter w fil discuss tbe history of the. Audy Home as 
related to the deftlopme.nt of the Fallily Court; tbe growth of the Intake 
De.partment, and, lastly, the procedural policiu of the Intake. Departme.nt 
in handling dependent eases. 
Tba first aspect to be coosidue.d is the 1IIplication of involuntary 
and voluntal'f neglect on the part of the parents or guardian that nsults 
in a state of dependaDcy and possibly entrance into a public institution 
for a child. Involuntary neglect on the part of the parents or guardian 
that reault in nferrals to the. AueSy lI.oIIIa can best be illustrated by refer. 
rals for such things as death of a parent, fire, illness or possibly by a 
lIistake being _de .. re the parents leaft a child in the care. of an 
8 
9 
apparently reUable party whose unreliability results in the child being 
referred as a dependent. Genera 11y, any type. of referral where. the. parent 
is not directly responsible for the dependency can be. classified as involun-
tary neglect. Howe.wr, voluntary neglect exists when the parents are 
directly responsible for the child being involved in a state of dependency. 
Soma clear examples of voluntary neglect would be desertion, aDandonment, 
incarceration for soma criminal offense or other obvious parental neglect. 
Tba concept of na,lect has not only physical but also medical, emotional, 
moral and educational ove.rtone.s; and what appears often to the caseworker 
as an infraction of parental duties is not always adjudged so by the court. 
Understand1nr;, then. the history of the. courts, relative to the concept of 
ne,lect, is most .... ntial to understanding the thesis. 
until the. concept of a juvenUe court b$ca .. a reality in 1899, children 
had littla legal protection from an indifferent, cruel or irresponsible 
parent. The first ca.e of improper treatment of a child in New York City had 
to be beard under a law forbidding the cruelty to anilllais because ~ cen-
turies tbe absolute right of a parent O¥er a child was upheld in the courts, 
even to the extent of allowing abuse to a child. Social workers, howaw,r, 
he," .ande.d to change this position of the court through the establisbmant 
of j~nile courts. l Judge Thomas D. Gill, of the Hartford Connecticut 
Juvenile Court, writing in the National Probation snd Parole Associatiou 
IThom.as D. Gill, '-rba Legal Nature. of Neglect." Natioual Probation and 
Parole Association, VI (January, 1960), 2. 
10 
Journal of January, 1960, states that dependents t4ere. in the unfortunate 
position of not being able. to obtain he.lp from the law and quotes in this 
article soma statements made by Justine Polier, New York Juvenile. Court 
Judge, who said, in effect, that for two hundred years countless dependent 
children were mistreated as much by the. public·s indifference as wall as 
the public·s manifestation of its concern. Further, the. assistance gi.ven 
to unfortunates since. the early colonial days .. characterized by anonymity 
and inexpensiveness and thus left the. lack of legal protection or legal 
status for d6pendents to carry with them. 2 Judge ~kGill further stated 
that the boundari ... of legal neglect willnnever be clearly delineated, 
although precedents have been and will be set that will define neglect more 
cle.arly.3 The legal .ystem through which neglect will be more clearly 
defined is the jU'\'8nUe court system; and, therefore, pertinent to the thesis 
being understood is the legal definition of dependency that provides tha 
framawork in which the court social workers operate.. '!'be. legal definition 
for dependency in Illinois is given in the Illinois Statutes under th. title 
of the. JUftnile Court Act and is as follows: 
Be. it enacted by the. People of the State. of Illinoif. represented 
in the Ge.neral Assembly: (1) that all persona under the. age of 
-t-we.nty-one. (21) years shall, for the purpose of this Act only, be. 
considered wards of this State and their persons shall be subject 
to tbe. care, guardianship and control of the. court as herein after 
provided. For the purpose of this Act, the. words "Dependent Child" 
and "Neglected Childn aha 11 _an any male child who while under the 
age of seventeen years or any female child who while unde.r the 
aga of eighteen yeara. for any reason, is destitute, hamale •• or 
? 
-Justine. Wise l?oUer, Eve. onets Children liobo 's Child: A Ju .. 
Looks at Underprivileged Ch11dren in the United State. New York, 1941 , ~ 2 
3Gill, p. 2. 
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abandoned, or dependent upon the public for support, or has not 
proper parental care of guardianship, or habitually begs or receives 
alms, or is found living in any house of ill fame or with any vicious 
or cisreputable parson, or bas a tloma which by reason of negle.ct, 
crue.lty or depravity en the. part of its parents, guardian or any 
other parson in whose care it may be, i8 an unfit place for such a 
child: and any child who while. under the age of ten (IO) years is 
found begging, paddling, or .elling any articles or singing or 
playing any musical instrument for gain upon the street or giving 
any public e.ntertainments or accompanies or is used in aid of any 
person so doing. 4 
Any le.gal definition, however. has to be applied and interpreted for 
a given soc!..:,l llliH.eu which for all practical pllrposes me:ms that e.ach 
county jU'\l'e.nile court has to dapend largely on social workers to carry out 
its in1;8.rpretation of tba law. Hare in Cook County the Family Court allows 
the caseworker to make many decisions regardtng whethe.r a petition il filed 
that alleges that a state of dependency exists for a child or, if pOSSible., 
a delinquent petition is filed. Generslly, the Family Court has used twelve 
years of age as the minimum aga for filing a delinquent petition. However. 
if a child by hb actioIUS exhibits a sophistication in his delinquent 
behavior and b under twe.lw. years of age., a delinquent petition may be. 
filed. ~iany boys commit objectively delinquent acts 'be:f()re the court on a 
dependency p&t1tion because the court philosophy was rehabilitati .. in its 
inception ,sn<1 rt!;llUIins so today. 111e next stl\p to understandi)lg the thesis 
is to e,ttl£,rge with an operational dafinition, in reletion to what has bean 
said concerning dependency. 
For the purpose of the. thesis. a depe,nde.nt ch.Ud wUl be, any child who 
was refe.rred on his first ndmiss ion for temporary sbel tar to the. Intake 
4Illinois Reviaad Statutes, 1961, section 2001-2006 (August, 1961). 
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Department of the Arthur J. Audy :Ior:lC. for Childre.rl by the. Chicago Police and 
who was classified by the. Intake. Social tvorke.r; dS a legal dependent on the. 
records irrespecti.ve. of wheth.e.r the state. of dependency is temporary or 
permanent. Excludea from consideration are boys refe.rrea for an objectively 
delinquent act l.,ho the court will undoubtedly classify as a dependent. For 
example, if a se.ven.year-old boy is referre.d on bis first occasi~a as Ii 
runaway or for theft or ,anycthe.r offe.nse, he is not considered in the. 
research. All children, tben, are. clear cases of being objectively classi-
fied as legal de.pendents, howe:ve.r temporary this state of dependency may be. 
for a child, on the. occasion of U.s. first admission.. Since the operational 
definition will be. applied in the Arthur J. Audy lIome. for Children, it 
becomes nace.ssary to understand the. history of tbe. Audy Home. a8 re.lated to 
the devalopme.nt of the. FllmUy Court, the. growth of tbe Intake I:epartme.nt of 
the. Audy Uome. and the. Procedural policie.s of the. Intake Department in 
handling dependent cases. spec Uies 11y those case.s that cons t itute the 
universe.. The second se.gment of this chapte.r will con~rn the above-
mentioned concepts. 
The. establishment of a jtrVenUe hoa 'Was a necessary supple.mnt to the 
Juvanile. Court Act of 1899, and both must be. observed in relationship to 
e.ach othe.r. For years before the Juvenile Court became. a reality, the care 
of depende.nt and delinquent chUdren pre.se.nte.d a challenge. to existi.ng 
courts and private. apncie.s. Vast population changes iu urban areas ccm-
poundt.d the problem. of maintaining family unity and increase.d the proble.m. 
for existing courts and. social agenew. Genu~.ne agitation for a juvenUe. 
court law began in Illinois aeveral years before tba establishment of the 
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(irat Ame,ric<:ln juve.ul Ie court law in III i.ncis in le9~. .A subseque.nt statute, 
the Crulrities Act of 1907. provide.d for the. care of dependent and delinquent 
childl-en end W,18 the result of a grmiing all1are.ne.ss that a suitable place was 
nee.ded for the. tempor-nry de.tention of juveniles 8l.fniting court action and 
for the shelter And custodial care of alleged de.pende.nts. After considerable 
controve.rsy concf.n1ing the type. of facility too t "rould best meet the needs 
of delinquent and dependent children outside of jails and poliCe. stations, 
a detention home wns {lgreed upon. The detention home was supposed to be nso 
3rrangad, furn:i.shea nnd conducted that as near as practicable for the.i.r 
safe cust,)dy the i.nmatas sh.a11 be. cared for as in III family home. and publ ic 
school. uS Tim detent:ton facilities used after this act was passe.d soon 
became inadequ,,;\t4.., <lud nc.", facilities had to be. found; and so in 1923 the 
prese.nt detention hooJa was built according to standards set down by the 
Childre:l fa Bureau. One. of t1le. more. import.:mt standards that has a re.lntion-
ship to the th.e.sis Wi1S that depe.ndent chUdren be separatad from delinquent 
childt'6' .. 
llowe.ver. by 1924, one year afUr the dete.ntion hotIe was built. it 
became appare.nt that the. detention home was becoud.ng Q'9'ercrot1ded, partially 
be.caUtH! groups makbtg referrals were. USing the. facUities of the dete.ntion 
home indiscr~inat$ly and not utilizing community resources e.ffe.ctively. 
Obviously, tila, separation of dependant and delinquent children became. more. 
tbeore.tical tls.an 'Wall actually practical. That sooe agency was needed to 
Policl (Chicago, 1935), p • . :W. 
SSavllla Millis. 3lMauile Datention HOID8 in Relation to 3lMauUe Court 
• 
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.crean refe.rrals, ta.spe:ei,qlly to divert de-pendant casu away from the Audy 
Home, became more obvious to tho8~ associated with the detention home; but 
since, change in public institutions :ls Gull' the culmination, of the cone.e.n-
tr,~ted efforts of people cl()tu~ to the problem, delays were. ine.vitable.. 
F.ve.ntually, 1.n 1.935, a study was made of tn. overcrowded de.tention facilities 
by n grot." of sod?l ,.,orkers selected by the. Cook. County Board of Commissicn-
ers. One of the reasons the detention home. was OII6rcrowae.d was tll.<.it m..any .:! 
dependents were. being referred and. thllt plaCeJ!le.llt of thase. ch ildre.n wt.s 
slow. 'l'hin faet '(~as noted in the. fiscal re.port of 1935 by that. County 
Comm.issi.oners who reported that '~ny cases haw been be.ld on call for 
months lfait1~1; for the ChildrCt's and Hiuor's Se.rvice to de.termina whe.ther 
they ,,:;\,111 cecept the. children. 'l'I:l8se delays :bllpose a heavy burden 0',,1 the 
court, unneee.ssery ht'lrdships on the. chlldre.n and add a vast amount of 
additiorull 1'1otk to Court and Staff • 1t6 Also me.nti.onad. ware the increased 
rle.g-ro referrals nnd th.e diffictllty in placingtbam in homes other than tbe.ir 
own, a3 no insti.tutions other than boar(li.ng b.omas were. available. to Ne.groes. 
As a re.sul t of the. findings by the. se.le.ctad group of socia 1 workers t the. 
Intake Department of tbe. detention homa was &stablisbe.d in 1937 primarily to 
scree!t ."ch ehild's nee.ds and to provide altal'natiws to de.tention wb&n.a'ftr 
nece.ssary. This ftlnc::tion has been modifie.d through the years as a result 
of the incre.ns1n~ de.mands mad6 upon the other divi.sions of the court, and 
in 1955 the Intake De:part_nt was given authority by the. court to dispose 
--------.. -
0Annual ~"'ssage of Cook County Boar\'! :President, (Cook County, l.llil.lois~ ~ 
1935), p. 57. 
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of dependent cases. Aetua Uy, for bro years prior to be ing off ie tally 
des ignrited to di:;pose of dependent cases, the Intake !epartnent per:foraa:.d 
this function. Understanding th& procedural policies of the Intake. De.part-
ttl'!:nt ftlative. to dbposing of dependent cases is necessary to understanding 
the limitatfons and scope. of the. th1t.sis. 
from tHO major .o~t the. court divisions and tbe police.. l'3a4h of the 
Family Court divisions MS a re,lAtive t'UllCtion in regard to depe.~t 
dlz;nt chHd. then that child in all lil<:e.lihood will go through, the Intake 
l);.par't.lllmt and toon be transferred to the Audy noma. 'l'hese types of casea 
are not included in the. thesis, hotve.ver. Tbe other tw:.jor re.ferr:i.ng BOureN 
of alleged de,pe.ndent children is the police; elM for this thesis. only tba 
Chicago Police referrals ara con81.~re.d. A furtbe.r e.xplalW.tion, tlien. of 
the. involWme.nt of the Chicago Police. re.lative. to thB Intake. proce.dural 
poli.cies 1s esse.ntial to the. tbe.ais to understand tbe types of cases 'tbat 
are represe.nted ill the. Uniw.rse. 
:-n-ten a state of emrpnc::y arises, the poltee are, usually qaUed in; 
1
"', 
:j 
1
'\:,:,',' 'I! 
li'li, 
'1,1 :,1 
ane whan no telDpOt'Git"y plan can be effected, the; police haW no alternatift :1' 
" 
but to ~_ too dependant cb.!ld or Children to the. Intak4 Dapartmant. 
nael:'geneie.s arise at .:.11 timt.s of the day or nigbt and on the. we4ke.nds. 
-';. 
and the. Intake. tep3'rtme.nt " op8n twenty-four bours a day ewry de" of tM. 
year. It 18 the only COat, iutituticm available to take can of aueh. 
emergency situations. Needless to say, _BY of tbe. ca ... Niarre4 by the 
police are. alrudy actift with ouUidlil apnetes or tba F.aU, Court. Upon 
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being called in on such a case., the police are supposed to make. an inve.sti-
gation to establish if any alternative plan can be adopted other than to 
refer the. case. to the Intake. Department. The extent to which these inves-
tigations are made probably differs with the police personnel working on the 
case. In all cases, at laast a sufficient attempt to contact relatives or 
locate the parents has to be made to the satisfaction of the Intake. worke.r 
\ 
screening the case. However. the time and circumstances of a case have to 
be considered. For instance, if the police are called in on a case in the 
dead of night and tha children are hungry. tired. cold and insufficiently 
clothed, it would seem that an extensiva investigation would tmpose more 
hardships on the children; therefore. the Intake worker would be inClined 
to accept the children and remain in contact with the. police, who, can then 
proceed to make a more thorough investigation of tha case. '!'he characteris-
tic feature of cases referred by the ,police is the ne.ed for emergency 
housing and care. 'l'l1ere aN then several possible dec is ions that are made 
in dependent cases by the Intake Dapartant. 
When an alleged dependent child- is accepted for care by tba Intake 
Department, tba first task is to ascertain if the child is active with tbe 
court. Has tlB child pre.viosuly been involved in such a situation that the 
court has intevene.d and is still actively working on the case? If the. case 
is known to the court t the proper worker in the respective division of the 
court which has jurisdiction is notified; and the case is turned over to 
that person. The worker actbaltm the. case. is obvioualy in a much better 
, 
position to make. III decision on tha case. If the case is not active with the. 
court, the. Intake wor1ce.r must than ascertain the child's status as regards 
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to outside agencies. 
After determining the status of the alleged depende.nt and the jurisdic-
tion over the case, the Intake Department acts accordingly. If, however. 
jurtsdiction lies with the Intake. Dapartmant. then one of the three things 
is done~ First, the. worker m.ust determine. if the case is se.rious e.nough to 
be brought into court. If the case appears not to be. serious, it may be 
adjusted and the child returned to those. with whom he or she has been 
residing. 
Secondly, if the worker has _ misgivings about the case for one 
reason rJl' anothar, yet doe.~ not bave. conclusive evidence to file a petition 
alleging dependency, the.n a complaint can be taken on the case. ThIs 
basically means t.luat a court work .. will conduct a further itlY'e.Stigation. 
The. Intake. Depar~nt can release the child to the guardian or request a 
custody order frOOl a court referee, then supplies a caseworker with available 
information regarding relatives t accusations by different parties, state-
mants by those associated with the case and the like for purposes of further 
inw.. tigation. 
If the Intake l40rkar feals that suffieient evidence is available, he 
will file a dependent petition. If possible, tbe Intake worker attempts to 
work out a solution without filing a petition because paramount in tha mind 
of the worker and imbedded in case after, case in court is the generally 
accepted primacy of the parent relative to his or her child. Although the 
position of the court has f!hange.d since the middle nineteenth century, 
there still remains the situation where evidence supporting a dapende.ncy 
petition must be presented. The case.worker is than left in the position of 
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scrutinizing what appears to be. reliable evidence. to be presented in court. 
The Intake. worktar. therefore, mustlllie. aware of the. ri.ghts of parents 
relative. to their ehildren. In many instances, allegations are made against 
parents 01' guardians by relatives and frands as to the l.lRfit.ss of tbla 
parents or guardians. However, what constitutes evidence. of these a11 ... ti 
is a diff.nnt matt4r. 'l'ba Illinois Suprea Court has banded down ae_rtO. 
decisions upholding the. rights of parents as a11l. as the.ir obligations which 
./ 
means that parents cannot simply escape frOll thair obligations nor can 
childre.a Ie taken too easily from parents. Many ~rms, such as cruelty, 
unfit_ss, drtmke.nness, abandonme.nt. desertion and _Il&ct are prone to 
sulJfr6ctift analysis, Ilh'd the court has to haw sona basis in reliabl. facts 
and consiatency of activity by the. parents to prave tbe. matter in court.7 
Thus, many referrals from the. police aa tem:inatad by the Intake Dt.part 
mant without filing a petitiOR alleging a state of dependencyexista for a 
given child. 
Basically, fUing a petition means that in the IIind of the. worler suf-
fic~nt eVidence is availab~ and su~t all.gas that a child should be 
tiokan frOOl tbe. parent or auardian and place.d by the court in a sui table homa 
or institution. Tba social workar's frame of teference. may come. to grips at 
times with. that person intsrpreting tluil 1."1, but pnarally much cooperation 
exists among court officials and court caseworkers. Re.stramts upon social 
I 
workers come more likely from the. subtle atm08phen of the court in .-ra1 
7Ra1ph liley, A WOrldng Manual for J'\rIenUe. Court Officers, (Chicago, 
1932), p. 39.' 
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and ita unde.rly1.ng phU08 oph¥ • 
Whelt it is felt that E\ petition should be fUed on a case, the Intake. 
worker ~ttempts to find a suitable place for tba child if the parents appear 
to be. unable to properly cere for the. child. Often re.lati".. an sought as 
a ueana of' place.me.nt Or.' some. friends with whom tbe paz.nts would lilc& the 
child place.d. Someti.me.s arraageme.nts can be made with exiat1:a.g private 
agencies to temporarily C:l!'e for a child. If none of these. possibf.1itiu 
exists t the 'JlIlnporary Care. Dapartment of tha court is contacted and a 
request for a home than made. If there is still 110 hole avaUable, tbe child 
is then transfe,rred to the Audy Home Propel' until a hoa Of SOl8 kind is 
av.r;!.lable "d,th f: custody order being obtained fr_ a nf~. This last 
aspect of bandl ing of a dependent caM i.tI important to unda:rstandinl in part 
too limitatiolW of the. intended re.earch. The nason tor this is that in 
some cases undermJtudy transference to the Audy 110M Proper is de.peadant 
on the. availability of a te.lIii.pOl'ary care. htaa. Wh1s _au that a child 
cOIling in 011& day with a given set of cil'C'UllStanc_ uy be. placed in a tem-
porary carll hOll8 but that on anothu" day would ha .... to belitrauferred to the. 
AUdy llome, Pr':·11e:o. 
To sUlmlarize. briefly. it m.ight be said th at this chapter coneemeet 
itself first \'Tith an ctte.mpt to define the term. de:pendency and develop the 
framework for a wot:1..;.ng definition. In doing 80, it wal pointed out that 
dependency is a some:what nebulous term in that tbe.n. are. so un.,. aspeets to 
be cons ide.t'ed when referenee of th& tel'lll is made to childre1l. Secondly. a 
brief history of dependency and its relationahip to tba Audy Boaa and Intake 
Inpartuant tfaS gi'ven, since it is nee .... ary to understand tba general coutat 
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to which the. tc.rm. dependency is applied. 
CHAPTER III 
SELECTION OF THE SAMPLE 
In the first chapter, family disunity was discussed relative to depen-
dency and daUnquancy. In the se.cond chapte.r. the term depende.ncy Was 
clarifLad insofar as it related to the Family Court but with specific 
emphas iD on the Intake Depart_nt of the Arthur J. Audy Home. for Children. 
The present chapter will explain how the sample selection was made in terms 
of what was desired, what was obtaine.d, and what lim.itations thereby exist. 
After explaining how the sample. was chosen, the general characteristics of 
the sample will be presented. 
Our problem is concemad with dependent children who were referred to 
the Intake De.parttOO.nt and subsequently referred elsewhere or to the Arthur 
J. Audy Home Proper relative. to their recidivism for dependency or delin-
quency or both. The variables of age, race, and religion were specifically 
to be considered in reference to such recidivism in each Intake and Audy 
Home. group of dependant children. Adequate. comparison between e.ach age, 
racial, and religious group made necessary a clarification of tbe operational 
meaning of these variables and a sampling that would be adequate. for the 
measure_nt of them. 
Dependent cases betwee.n three. and six years of age referred in given 
years and who would have reached their se:ftnteenth birthday at tbe. tima of 
the researe.h would have been the IIlOst desirabl. age. group for such study. 
The unavailability of tb ... records forced the abandonment of this plan, and 
another approach had to be chosen. As the. next best approach, dependent cases 
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born between 1945 and 1948 and referred to the Intake. De.partment before 
January 1, 1961, w.re. chosen. By using this termination date for referrals. 
each child would haw. bad at least one. year from. the initial referral for 
dependency to e.ngHge. in possible delinquent be.hsvior. (rhe material was 
collected after January 1, 1962.) In addition, a sixtee.n-rear-old boy born 
in 1945 would not hava completed his sixteenth year until January 1, 1962, 
or later. This is tmportant because, if he were older. it would place him 
beyond the jurisdiction of the. juvenile court, if he. had bAd no previous 
contact with it. 
These age. qualifications gave to the data the. age. consistency necessary 
to make. com.parisons between the. various age. groups. Each, ye.ar of re.ferra 1 
in this case would then "present one age group. The children born in 1945 
woul,d represent the. sixt •• ..year....old group, and the fifteen. fourte.an and 
thirtee.n-ye.ar-old groups would be represented by the. otbe.r years of birth. 
Two limitations in the. choice of the above. __ ntione.d age groups exist. 
The firat lUnitation in choosing the ~,. group in this way ia that a 
boy. whethe.r born in January or De.eember of 1945. ia cons ideJ:'ed to be. 
a ai.xteen-year-old boy. This holds true. for all the. fifteen. fourteen and 
thirteen-year-old groups. Since the. birth patte~ can be. assumed to be. 
steady throughout the. year. it was assumed that the earlier and later births 
of the various years would balance each, other out. In addition, since the. 
comparisons between variables ware to be. made betwee.n Intake Dapartmant case.s 
and Audy Home. cas6.. the eame limitations would exist for both groups. 
Se.con'j:y t this choice of age grouping does GOt control the. number of 
years be.twe. ... n the. first re.fetTal and January. 1961. For example, four 
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fifteen·-year·-olds, born in 1947. could vary to the aunt that ona m.ight 
be referred for dependency at the age of thr'e4, another at sawn, anotber at 
nine. and anothe.r at fourteen. This Utel1ns that in each aga bracket SOIa of 
tha children will baw had m.ore. opportunity ';0 bave engaged in delinque.nt 
be.havior after their fint referral 't6 Intake. This factor tends to be 
Dlinimized, howewr. since in the. sam.ple most of the. children were referred 
for dependency at about e.ight years of ca. Against, since the comparison 
is between groups referred frcm Intake, the. same. limitation will affect 
each. Til.is limitation will be. given conai.deratioa in the evaluation of the 
data. 
The race variable posed little problem. for operational definition since 
only Caucasian and Negro cases we.re used and the decision of the worker 
fUing the ft.Cord was acce.pted. However, thaN does appear to be a limi-
tation imposed on the research regarding racial subtypes, such as Puerto 
Rican and Mu:1ean.. Since the records from whleb the researcb. data was OD\;. 
ta1ned ware recorded by the. Intake Department which u.s only the three main 
racial classificatioBfi tbase children wara elaasified aa Caucasians; and 
this factor muat be g!viSn c0113ideration in the light of tb.1. limitation. 
'!'he. reU.giou,s groups comprtsed the. third Variable.. In the. original 
design, the re.ligioua categorieswe.re. to be combined with race: e.g •• 
Caucasian Catholic and Protestant and Nagro Catholic and Protestant. tater, 
a modification in the. comparisons between the aU.gious groups had to be 
made, sinee the Negro Catholic represented 80 few casu that this group had 
to be excluded except where comparisons between Caucasians and Negro group. 
were. made in Qreas other than re11g10n. Of the 606 cae .. used, only 22 weft 
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specifically desiguated as Negro Catholic. 
A further difficulty cose from the fact tilat some cases _re not 
designated according to religion. It a~rs ti.'lat tbase casu were not 
designated. on the Intake admission sheet be(!;;:uso. tbe. eh.ildren were w:cy 
young when Nferred and ware placed or referred elaewbare. soon aftar tbair 
referral to Intake. '.rae Int.ake Dapartme.nt apparently naftr a.certainad the 
relilion of t11. cltilcren from the adult to whom the child was later released. 
The data reveals that thirty-five Caucasian ca.e. not ,ivan a specific 
religious designation wen claslifie.d 8S Intake cases. Two w.n recidiVists 
for dependency and nonrecidiviscs for delinqueilCY. Twenty-four Caucasian 
CaSU ware. classified as Audy Home case., and. none of thase. were. recidivists 
for de.pe.nd&ncy or delinquency. The. Negro cases not designated according to 
religion show a marked sLmilarity to the. Caucasian ca ••• re.lative to recidi-
vism. l'we.nty Negro case. from the lntaka Depart_nt were. re.ferred to places 
otbar than the Audy Home. and thereby became. Intake CasU. l'b.ret. wen 
n.cidivists for de.pen4ancy, and none. were recidivists for 4elinqueaeYl six-
teen cases wen transf.rred to the Auay Heme. and iIalytwo w.re. returned for 
dependeaey, whUe only one was returned for de.linqu.ncy. N\) bias. therefore. 
exists in the data beeauae of the lack of information on religion in these 
ca .... 
It :i.8 important, however, to examine why these caaea were not designated 
and if other ca.e. were incorrectly cla •• ifVtd. It appears that the ea ... 
vere not designated aecording to religion because. the. childre.n, being ftry 
young at the ti_ of referral. did not know their religious affiliation. 
Wban comparing tb8 a .. r818 ase of admission of the. non-religiously classified 
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children with the re.ligiouely e.lsssifie.d children, 1t was found that the .-an 
ap of the. non-claseified group was slightly O'ftr fiw;y..ars of age, and 
for the. latter group the mean age was ei.ght years. Other casu used in to. 
rese.arch not designated according to religion after the. first .&Uasion£uy 
haw. bad th~1ii!ata recorded on the Intaka admias1.on sheet upon their nturn. 
A dtstorti.:m. in the rese.arch is possible when comparisons are made 
between the. Prote8t,snt and es tho 1 ie. casU inastl!Ue.h a8 most of the Negro 
cases woul.d fall tnto the Negro Protastant group and the Caucasian ea._ 
divided between the two religious groups. '1'ba probl_ 18 how to deteJ:":II.iM 
which Casu aTe going to be considered for eacb groUP. since the num.ber of 
recidivists is relatiwly small. For all practical Put'POH-s. the total of 
the non-nlig1011sly classified easas would not appftCi.ably alter any of the 
comparisoM between the vartabl&. b$eaus. of this small recidiVist rat., and 
lince, theM c~~s aJ:e conside.n.d when general comparisons are Made MtwIMn 
the. different'lrac1al and age. groups, the d1fficultyrdoe.a not; alJllUl' to be. 
•• rious. 
Another limitation in xegsX'd to the. _U.gious .ariable i. concet:1'led with. 
the migratory ~nt. of different people. Than has bean a gnat iMna .. 
in the. number. of Puerto RieaM, Southern Negroes I' and Southern Caueas ian. in 
the Chi.eugo area. Eaeh of the.segroups tenc1.f!\ to x-epruent n partie\tlar 
religious affiliation. The l'uel:'to Ricans aft predominantly Catholic. and 
tba other two pooups are pre.dominantly Protestant. Wbetbar tbea6 1I'0000a 
represent a Significantly disproportionate aumb&r of tef~al. because they 
are. more transitory t14'lu the mora established .. ideate ia not known or 
studied in the research.. 
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The fo\ltth maj:)t' consider;;:t1on in the se.lection of the sample was the 
problem of the. re.forrals insofar as the police and the Intake DepartIBnt aad 
Audy Home we.re conce.rne.d.. One of the first problams concerning the "fettal. 
W3S the selection of a referl:f.ng a5ency that would provide the research with 
desired contt"ols. Since there are numerous agenf.liea with varying policies 
and relatir:)Ushil>s to the. Audy Rome that re.fer children to the. Intake })epan .... 
ment f01: depende.n<!y, it ",as decided to us. only tbose referr91s made by a 
single. ap,ncy, tl1e Ch.icago ?oliee. ~pa~t. 
Specific reasons are noted for eliminating ~f.rra18 from all other 
agencies.. Th~ suburban police departrJ.ants would provide too 1Il1rob variablU.ty 
to the cus •• $inee e~cb department is relatively autonomous in its .truet~ 
and in the handlinz of depende.nt ease.s. OUtsi_ ageneie, weft discounted aa 
a source of referral, because. when a referral is made by one of theM a_-
cie.o. it :Is generally assumed that the. child w:'tll be tranaftrrred to the Audy 
ltom.e. Proper. 'n'A major group of referrals 6limiMt6d from conside.ration _" 
the court ra.f6n:'als. \ibID. a court worlGlll!' ma" a retU'l"al to ,the tntaka 
IBparttnent, a custody order has generally beat\ obtained by the WOl'lt; .. wldch, 
in effect. means antOJlatic transfer to the Audy Home Proper and leaft8 no 
dee.is ion to the tnt~ke worker. 
H~, 'to1ith cases refe.rre.d by the police. tbls automatic transfer: to 
the. Audy Uome. l?1:"ope.r does not occur. When the pollee. make a dap8l\de'D.t 
referral, the case could conceivably be active with one of tbe outttde 
depande.ut agencies or with Ol'le of the CO\ft"t divisi.ons and .~ntl1 be 
assigned tu that pal't:tcular agency having ltu-t'!8dletion. NaWrtbe.less. a 
decision still has to be made. by that apacy cOUCU'llinl the pla~t of that 
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child. 
Upon closer exam.ination of the. referrals from the. Chicago Police Depart-
ment, it was decided to eliminate any ease that was referred by the. police 
1Dr any other reason than dependency, evan though the child might ultimately 
be regarded as a dependent. There are numerous cases referred to the. Intake 
Department in which a child is charged with a delinquent act. This sam 
child. as a result of his agenage and tJecireumstances surrounding the. case. 
would p~obably be regarded as a dependent by the court. It has been the. 
general policy of the court in_"past years not to file delinquent petitions 
on boys under "tWelw years of age. To include these cases would enlarge. the. 
scope of tb£ research beyond a single thesis. It was. therefore, decided to 
use only those cases referred to the Intake Iapart_nt that were. objective ly 
dependent cases. even if some case. would never go to court on dependent 
petitions. This rafinemant yielded a more reasonable and testable sample. 
The referrals of the police departlD&nt were. examined in terms of consis-
tency, Variability. similarity, sufficiency and accuracy. The. executive 
directives regarding the refe.rral procedure. to be. followed by the police 
would provide the desired consistency to the. research. 'l'bese. directives are. 
generally followed by the police districts. Different police districts may 
tend to differ sligktly in their interpretation of the. directives as will 
individuals offiCers, but since all refe.rrals are sc.reened by the Intake 
Dapartment. grosa violations of these orders do not occur. No child is 
acce.pted by the Intake. Department until it has been established that a suf-
ficie.nt attempt was made. to contac.t the. parents of the. child and to review 
the case. EftU wban a child is picked up by the police in the early hours of 
f..$."Rif __ = ___ ~'llI-:J..~!'V~-A!i~1'l\~~~~f'.'\'Mjll/tV_~~~lli:"~~'''4t'.lI'''_''' __ ~.!M:\I';~]';,,,,~]:I'J',,=r""""-.wI."""'''''·I!:.~-'-'-''IIlII'J,''~·~'''·,,)o!';lW'"\1.~r, ','_~):iI$l;="iI'=.'!...,,'.,c 
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tbe. morning, some. attempt must be. made by the. police to locate the parents 
or to obtain data that would help in locating the. parents as .oem as possible 
Occasionally, children who are tired, hungry, or i.nsufficiently clad are 
picked up by the. police and are refe.rred with only a cursory check made. so 
as not to endanger the. health of tb& child. HOWC!t'ft.r, thi.s type of case would 
be. referred to the Intake Department even if the. parents ware. located. 
!n the original design of the reSl:' .rell. it was hoped that the. cases would 
represent a cross-section of the city of Chicago and thus provide a degree 
of variability. If all the refe.rrals from tba police we.re. included in the 
research, there would exist the.rein a good sample of casas from the ChIcago 
area. There. are, however, t\«:l problems associated with the. use. of all the 
police district dependent referrals, i.e., the cobesiveness of the neighbor-
hood and the unaqual distribution of dependent cases in all districts. 
Soma neigh.borhooos are very stable. and cohasive, whe.re.as others are. in a 
constant state of transition. If a child is picked up in a transition 
neighborhood. it is difficult to locate. relatives or friends who might know 
somaone interested in caring for this dape.ndent child. Tha only recourse 
for the. police is to detain the. child in the. Intake. Department. 
A se.cond problem concerns tIle distrit-ution of dependent cases and the. 
effect that constant handling of dependent casas has on a district. It 
would appear t1:ud: soma districts, accusQou1ed to working with dependent ~hil-
dren. could be. more e.fficie.nt because of a knowledge. of procedure, whareas 
the. reverse might be. true of a district unaccustomed to handling dependant 
cases. Hawe.ar, it is further possible. that a district familiar with 
dependent cases may be more inc lined to circllllMlut procedure.. where.aasa 
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district unfamiliar with dependents may do their utmost to avert detention. 
To ascertain the extent of variability between districts is most difficult 
and could not be done within this research. 
Regarding the similarity of cases from the police referrals, it waS 
desired that referrals of a particular type, i.e., abandonment, desertion, 
etc., be obtained. If all the dependent cases referred to Intake from all 
sources were used, this similarity of type might hLve been possible. However.1 
similarity of type would not have given to the research other desired 
similarittes that exist in the police referrals. It was also desired that 
only cases referred during specified hours and on specified days be used. It 
was thought that some referrals made to Intake on a weekend or late at night 
might ordinarily have been made to other social agencies had their services 
been available at that t~. But the fact that they were not puts them 
within the focus of this research. 
Certain similarities in the police referrals do exist. There is not onl 
a physical sameness about police stations, police wagons, and policemen, but 
there is an associated psychological Sameness in a police referral because 
of the urgent need for temporary shel ter which tends to increase the fear 
of the child. Being removed from a neighborhood and friends, from the 
familiar to the totally unfamiliar surroundings, can be a harrowing experienc 
for any child. The necessary separation of the children by the Intake Depart 
ment according to age and sex contribc~es to the combined effect of an almost 
traumatic situation. 
It takes a most sympathetic worker to promote a reassuring effect on 
the child to reduce ki~ fears. The extent or degree of trauma in each case 
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is not precisely the same., thus making each case dissim.ilar. Other lim.iting 
dissimilarities are referrals for different types of dependency and different 
time. of day of referral. 
Since the preliminary research indicated a sufficient number of cases 
would be available from the police referrals, there was no difficulty 
regarding an adequate sample. Thare ware 606 cases which fulfilled the 
desired qualifications. Of theae caS8S 69.5 per cent were non-recidivists, 
and 30.5 per cent of the cases returbed for either dependency or deltnquency. 
The last consideration relative to the police referrals was the accuracy 
of the records. Accuracy was a88ured because each child refe.rred by the 
police. must haft, an accompanying police referral sheet. This procedure 
precludes the po8sibility of sporadic referrals baing made by the police. 
A further discussion of the accuracy of the. records will be given as the 
referrals are related to tbe Intake. Department and the Audy Homa. 
Having thus discussed the referrala insofar as they are related to the 
referring agency. the. Chicago Police, the referrals were examined in terms 
of their relation to the Intake Department and to the Audy Home. Generally, 
the same criteria of consiateney, variability, similarity, sufficiency, and 
accuracy of caae.s ... use.d. The method of presentation will be the aama: 
what was desired, wbat was obtained, and the limitations of the cases. To 
avoid confusion, the Intake Department will be discussed separately from 
the Audy Homa Proper. A brief description of each will be given to distin-
guish between the. Intake Depart_nt and AUdy Home Proper. 
The Arthur :1. Audy Home for Children. located in the building adjacent 
to the Family Court of Cook County, functions primarily as a date-ntion home 
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for children !1waiting Court on delinque.ncy or dependency petitions. There 
are two departt::l8nts to the Audy Home, tile Intake. Department and the Audy Home 
Proper. The Intake D:lpartme.nt was de.signed to act as a screening de.part_at 
for the. Alldy Home Proper to avoid unne.cessary referrals that re.sul t in over-
crowded conditions in the. AUdy Home. The Intake Dep~rt_nt was given further 
jurisdiction in the handling of dependent cases by the Family Court in 1955 
and can be considered a complementary agency of the Family Court. As such. 
Intake aids other Family Court age.ncies in the F~mily Court Bui4ding. 
Howe.w.r. tbe Intake Department functions primarily as Q part of the Arthur J. 
Audy Home for Children. 
In considering the consiste.rey of the. referrals re.lative. to the. Intake 
Department. it was hoped that neither pbysical conditions of the Intake 
Department nor the. method and approach in handling dependents has change.d 
over the. years. It was found that few major physical changes were made. in 
the Intake Department. Physica 1 changes are important in that they ofte.n 
reflect policy changes. The method end approach in handling dependents was 
also studied, and it was e.vident that considerable importance was attached 
to the proper handling of de.pendents. This fact tends to substantiate. that 
a genera 1 c ons is teney exists in the referrals. For the last six years the 
writer has observed the manner and importance attached to a dependent case. 
and. a preeedftnt having been e.stablished in the past, is reflected by the 
, 
present method of handling de.pendents. 
A factor limiting the consistency of referrals regards personnel. Soma 
workers are more proficient than others in placing children in temporary 
homes rather than merely transferring them to th!o Audy H01l8 Proper. In 
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addition, by court order in 1955, the Intake Departmant was officially 
given the duty of disposing of dependent cases, though they had unofficially 
been d;:)ing 80 since 1953. Bafore this change, the. Intake ~part_nt aided 
the Complaillt De.partwent of Family Court in handling dependent cases. 
Whether this policy change significantly affected the efficiency of the. 
Intal-..e. De.partme.nt is no'l; known. 
Although dctpendoot cases are handled by the Intake Departmant, not all 
placement decisions are made by that department. This fact assurea vari-
ability in the case.s. Those cases active with tbe~.ourt divisions are 
refe.rred to tl~ir respective. workers who make the decision. Tbia does not 
affect the. hypo'&;hesis being Mate.d to any sufficient d&gree. On cases not 
active with the. court there is tile disadvantage of too much variability, 
insofar as the Intake Department can decid& either to release a case, taka 
a complaint, or file a dependent petition. Each of these alternatives 
represe.nts a serious &eelsion to the Intake Worker, particularly when a 
petition is filed, since filing a petition means that the. parents are in 
danger of losing their child, i.e •• the child may either be transferred tp 
the. Au~ Home or placed in a temporary-care home if one is available. 
Similurity in tl~ Intake cases was achie .. d by considering only boys' 
cases referred on their first admission for dependency. The limitations of 
the Intake ref.rrals in terms of similarities ware included in the discussion 
of consistency aud Variability. Only those cases which fl t into specific 
age, raCial, and ~~llgious patterns (includes non-religiously designated 
cases) and in which recidivism possibly occurred weea used in this study. 
Still, a sufficient number of cases from tbe Intake Department wer& available 
for purposes of comparison with Audy Home cases. 
Accurate records ware considered essential to 
a child is admitted to the Intake Department, an admission blank, called a 
face sheet, is completed. On the face sbaet is recorded the reason for 
referral, the referring agency, disposition from the Intake Department and t 
AUdy Home, birth date, religion, race and other pertinent data. When a child 
is transferred to the Audy Home or otherwise released from the Intake 
Department. this information is also recorded on the face sheet by the 
worker who .tfected the release or transfer. Errors in recording this data 
are minimal because of the importance and stress placed upon this procedure 
by the Intake Department. All of the Intake. records are double-checked, 
particularly in regard to tb& disposition of a child. The very nature of a 
det .. nti08 home. demands that all children be. account .. d for at all ti_s 
during .. vary day of the )lear. It a disposition blank is not completed, 
theoretically that child should be. in the Intake Dapartment. II no ease 
did the researcher discow.r a disposition th.at was not completed; and, as the 
time span of SOll8 of the eas ... covers fourteen yaan, the system of record 
keeping appears to be. relatively precise, continuous and consistent. This 
fact gives the research the consist .. ncy n&adad, especially in the matter of 
dispOSition of the first admission. Had too many errors """n found in tbe 
recorded data, the. final results would have ref1ec:ted this inconsist .. ncy. 
Attention can now be given to a conslde.ration of the referrals from th.e 
Audy 1Iome Proper relative to consistency, variability, Similarity, sufficienc 
and accuracy in tel'lDS of what was desired, what was obtained and what 
limitations exist. Consistency in method of trauf .. r to tb& Audy Home waa t 
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first desired characteristic because if changes in policy were such that 
cases could be. referred to the Audy Home. Proper from various agencies, then 
the. entire basis for the hypothesis would be. affected. Fortunately, there. 
has been a consistent policy over the. years whareby the. Intake Department is 
responsible for the transferring of dependent cases. Limitat ions of the 
referrals, then, relative to the. Audy Roue from the aspect of inconsistency 
are virtually nonexistent. 
The variations that occurred in the. Audy Home. cases, howeve.r, stem from 
two factors: (1) the. effect on the. child from. an as.ociation with children 
in a detention home, and (2) the. variations in the. length of stay of a child 
in the Audy Roue Proper. 'l'be degree to which a child is affected by his stay 
in an institution is not definitely known. It would appear that saaa 
d&leterious effects are probabl,. Tbe.re. are. naw contact. for the child in a 
detention hDma despite. tla attempt to .eparate tba sophisticated child from 
the 1 .... sophisticated child. Al1ack of space and facilities adds to the 
problem. If a ten-year-old child i. transferred for dependency, that child 
may be. grouped with other ten-ye.ar-old boys, but the. difference be.t .... n ten-
year-old boys may be. tremendous. It might be'that the. dependent boy is 
already sophisticated in regard to'delinquent be.havi~. 
The. second problem concerns the. difference in number of days a child 
remains in the detention home. once he has been transferred. A chUd ganerall 
remains in the Intake Department for only a day or two. However, the. average 
length of detention of a chUd in the Audy Roue for dependency is about 
twenty-one days, according to the superintendent, Mr. J'ame.s J'ordan, but who 
fUl.1:he.r stated that it is not uncommon for dependent children to remain in 
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the Audy Home for a month or more. There is no specific duration for a child 
to remain in the Audy Home Proper after being transfe.rred from the Intake 
Department. In some cases s te.mporary home becomes available. for a child, 
and that child is released earl~r than a child wh.ose. age and circumstances 
make. temporary...care homes not readily available. In-many other instance.s 
the. caseworker obtains a continuance which mans the child wst remain beyond 
his original court date because no placement is available for the child. 
These. variations appear to represent limitations on tIle research. 
The next characteristic of the refe.rrals relative to the Audy Home 
concerns the similarities in these referrals. It was desired that Audy Home 
cases concerned a more serious situation than the. Intake. cases. This factor 
seems to exist since. those case.s that are. refe.rred to the AU4y Home. ei~ 
bave a court caseworke.r assigned to investigate. the child·. home or actually 
have a depende.nt petition filed ou the case. The limitation, howver, is 
that the. Audy UOtOIl cases are all similar whereas the Intake. De.partmant cases 
generally represent varying degrees of seriousDass. 
The fourth fact considered inl;he Audy !lome cases was sufficieney in 
number. It 'WaS expected that enough case.. would be available to couapsre the. 
recidivists from. the aspects of ag., rac., and religion. llowever, a. with 
the Intake cases, the. number of recidivists, although sufficient for: the. more 
general cODlparisons, tends to be lacking when the specific comparisons are 
Ulade. 
The. fifth factor considered in the Audy Home referrals was accuracy in 
tte. Audy lIome. records. Specifically, the researcher va. interested in 
kn~g.. tc .wb,om t!1e. child was released from tbe. Audy Home. so that the. factor 
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of migrat:.i.on could be, controlled. t1be.n 11 ch:i.ld is released from the Audy 
Home. the disponltlon is given to the Intake. ~pnrttnent to record on the. sa_ 
admissi.on blank that was used ,,,hen the. child was refe.rred. If a child was 
released to so_one and waS removed from th.e a~ of Cook County t this type. 
of case was e.JC'('.lude.d in the. re.s.e.arch bee 0 use. the chenees of this child 
, 
returning as :.; reci.di.vist were. so slight. The limitation in regard to 
migration is that there is no way of knowing tww many case. were released to 
individuals Hving in Cook County who subsequentll' moved away from Cook 
County. Other than this factor, the.re are no apparent Umitatious re.t_tive. 
to accuracy in recording the AUdy Home cases since the Intake Department is 
primarily re.sponsibl~ for this task. 
Raving discussed the three variables of age, race., nnd religion, as well 
as the referrals insofar as they wen related to the police. the Intake 
Dep~;rtment and the Audy noma Proper. attention Can now be centered around 
the second major phase of this chapter which concerns how the sample was 
chosen and what general data was obtained in the sample. 
By che.eldng through a saillPle. of tNt Intake. admission records in the pre.-
liminary research, it waS found that about 330 referrals a year were made 
by the Chi.C~lgO Police tor all ages. It lfaS then esti~ted:th2t for a given 
year of b:{.rth the. $:>~ should be true if all the dependents OWl' a given 
period of years are used that l;ould extend from a child '8 third bi.rtbday to 
about the thirte.6nth birthday. So_ slight variations between each ye.ar 
would occur. however, due to population changes. modification of poUcy by 
agencies handling dependents, as well as by the Intal!-e ~parttnent and Audy 
Ho~.a Proper. -~t. projected esti.mate. for the. four .:1ge brackets use.d in the 
/ 
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research would be about 1,300 case. if both boys and girls' cases are 
included. Since only boys were. to be studiad. the estimated number ot cases 
available would be about 650. 
Ba .. d on previous experience, it was estiuurted that a large. percent.age 
of the case. would not beeo .. recidivists. However, it was no*tknown wbether 
the estimate. would be verified wban the actual research data was obtained, 
nor was it known what percentage of the. casU would be.c0lDll recidivists, since 
no .tatistics were available.. A few eases ware eventually eltminated from 
t'-. research. Tbe.re were 60me. cases of mongoloid children, aome .lewish 
children and a number of eases referred for delinquent acts but probably 
regarded as dependents because of their aps that were. eliulinated as types of 
cas... Also eliulinated were soma ease. that wen referred to an area outside. 
of Cook County. Following tbase limitations the total nwnbe.r of casas was 
reduced to 606. 
Tb& mathod used to obtain the data was as follows. In the Intake. Dtpart 
ant are. kept records of all cases that haft been referred alld which an. 
still eonaide.red as active. In the file cabinets are about JO.OCu records. 
Each of thaae ca .. s was examined individually to determille. which case.s fit 
the. research -ian according to age, race, and re11gi011. From each case the. 
necessary data was taken and recorded on a master sUet. From these. master 
.heets various other research information was transposed on other specific 
charts. Before. a discussion of t11& data obtained is started, an understand 
of the .. thod of elassifyiDg ca ... as IntaKe cases or Audy Home cases is 
necessary. 
A child bec.oa.w.s either an Intake. case OJ:' Audy R~ case after a clupe 
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disposition is made the fi.rst time a child is referred for depende.ncy. If a 
child is referre.d for dependency and is transferre.d 1;0 the. i\udy tio~ L'roper, 
he. is considered an AUdy Houle case.. This applies e.ven if the child return. 
a second tima for eithe.r dependency or delinquency and is released from the 
Intake Department. Conversely. any child referred to the. Intake Department 
who is not transfe.rred to the Audy Home for Children after the first somis. tOil 
but is referred elsewhere. from the Intake Departmant ia cons ide.red an Intake 
case.. This applies e.ven tilou,h a child is transferred to the Audy HolDa Proper 
on all subsequent admissions other than the first. 
Soma of the general characteristics of tbe. sample. will now be given. In 
the next chapter a more thorough analysis of the data will be made. The 
sample basically involves 606 cases, all of whicb are eitil6r Caucasian or 
Negro, catholic, Protestant or unclassified religiously, born between January 
1, 191J.S, and ne.celi\bar 31, 1948, and referred on the fir.t occasion by the 
Chicago Police for aep6n4ency before January 1, bol, to the Intake. Departmen1 
of the. Arthur J. Audy HOM for Children. 'l"ha final statistics reveal that 
69.5 per cent of the 606 ca.es would DOt !,)e. used .for aU practical purposes 
exce.pt wilert considering recidivism to non-recidiyism. l'he :recidivist; total 
of ISS case.a is divided between th.e Intake Departmant and the Audy llome with 
114 and 11 cases, ..... pe.ctive.ly. (see. Table I.) l~be general distribution of 
the. 606 cas.s according to race and religion b as follows: '~aucasian 
Catholic cases represent 156 children, or 25.7 per cent of the total. 
Caucasian Protestant caSes number 127. or 21.0 per cent of the total cases. 
the Caucasian religiously unclas.ified group. b&~t&rto ~own as tae 
Caucasian ' __ her n group. totaled S9 cases, or 9;7 per cent of tbe total; 
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TABLE 1 
GENERAL RECIDIVISM FOR. .ALL AII'lISSIOUS 
NUMBER OF PER CENT OF 
AlIaSSIONS ADIlSSIONS 
OIOUP 
, Im·,t~L\.E At.JDY HOME TOTAL !NTAKE AUDY rom TOTAl. 
NON-
RECIDl'VISTS 271 150 4·21 70.1 61.9 69.5 
RECIDIVISTS 114 71 lSS 29.1) 32.1 30.5 
TOTAL 3SS 221 606 100.0 100.0 100.0 
lW 
Negro Catholics represent 24 cases, or 3.5 per cent; Negro "Other" cases 
re.presented 37 cases t or 6.3 per cent; Negro Prote.stant cases numbered 206 
(which is the largest single group), or 33.8 per cent of the total cases. 
(See Table II.) 
ltext to be. considered is the average. age of each of the various relig 
and racial groups for their fint admission frOl1l both the Intake. De.partment 
and the Audy Homa. (see. Table. III.) The sverage age. for the Caucasian 
Prote.stant Intake. caMS was 7.75 years of ap for the Audy Hoa cases. 'l'ha 
Negro Protestant Intake. cases' average ap was 7.10 yean of ap. as compared 
to the liegro Protastant Audy Home. group that ave.raged 8.20 years of ap.. The 
three. other groups conside.red only in instances where recidivism concerning 
saueral racial characteristics have the follOWing admission all averages. 
Tha Intake Cauea.ian "Other" group. the Negro catholic group and the Negro 
t~thar" group averaged 5.1. 6.3 and 5.8 years of age respe.ctively. 'J.'ba Audy 
Home Caucasian "Oth4r" group. the Negro Catholic and the Negro "Other" group 
average.d 5.7. 7.0 and 6.5 years of age respectively. 'I'bes. averag.s tend to 
indicate. that the. "Other" groups probably ware WlclasaUied as to religion 
because of their inability to give very accurate information at the tu. of 
adudssion. Also, it must be. noted that the recidivist rate is alUlOst nothing 
for this group. If the. • 'Other ,. group had more recidivists, that might 
indicate. a lax~ on the part of a caseworker, but merely because religion 
was not racordad on the Intake sheet is no reason to make. this implication. 
'l'besQ. figure.s indicate that very little difference exists in the admiS-
sion ages for the specifically designated re.ligious groups. 'l'b-is difference 
could be e:xpe.cte.d because of the. previous explanation concerning the "Other" 
-
tliiGi.£!LIl'I"ftIiIsn aas:;1IU2SW! .... . ~·<F'I'~~~~~'~~~M,.",.".~~ 
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TABLE II 
GENERAL DISTRIBUTION OF ADMtSSIOnS 
ACCORDING TO RACE AND RELIGIO~T 
CAUCASIAN NEGRO 
RELIGIOUS 
PREPERENCE 
An-fiSSIONS PER CENT AIJaSSIONS PER CENT 
CATHOLIC 156 25.7 21 3.5 
PROTEb'"'TANT 127 21.0 206 33.8 
OTHER 59 9.7 37 6.3 
-
TOTAL 342 56.4 264 43.6 
-----------~----------~,---"--........, 
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TABLE III 
~1EAN AGE OF Amn:.SSIONS 
.. 
. --,_ .. 
.. --
INTAKE AUDY HOME 
RELIGIOUS 
PREFERm-lCE 
MEAN MEAN 
AGE AIHISSIONS AGE ADMISSIONS 
CAUCASIAN 1 • ,. 
CATHOLIC 7.7 94 7.3 62 
CAUCASIAl~ 
PROTESTANT 7.7 73 7.3 54 
CAUCASIAN 
O'mER 5.1 35 5.7 24 
NEGRO 
CATHOLIC 6.3 13 7.0 8 
NEGRO 
PROTESTANT 7.2 146 8.2 57 
NEGRO 
OTHER 5.8 22 6.5 16 
TOTAL 7.0 385 7.4 221 
groups. Tbe ge.n.e.ral average. for the Au. Homa groups was e.xpacte.d to be. 
higba.r than the Intake groups because it was assumed that thosRCftses trans-
ferred to the. Audy Home. would be more difficult to place because of their 
ap. tionaequently, a createI' number of older children, difficult to place., 
was expected to increase the average. of the Audy Home group. 'lbare. is a 
difference for the t.gro Protestant grouP. wbich appears to substantiate. 
this as£';Ulnpt:;'Oil, but not for the Caucasian P'cups} therefore, this supposi.ti01 
ne&da further iJ.1.\1lestigation. 
Next to be consideee.d is the a\-erage age. for the. dape:n.dent recidivists. 
Only the three major groups will be consideredl the Caucasian Catholics, 
Caucasian Prote.stm1ts and Negro Protestants. The He.gro Catholic, Nagro Other 
and Caucasian Other groups will not be. considered.. The Caucasian Catholic 
racidivists from the In.-take DepartD8nt averaged 6.2 yean of a. and 1.6 year. 
of age for tha Audy 110me group. The Caucasian Protestant group averapd 9.4 
years of age. for tw.. Intake group and 7.S ye.a.rs of age for the. Audy Home 
group. The Nagro Protestant group averaged 9. S years of age. for tha Intaka 
group and 10.3 )'ears of age for the Audy Rome group. (See Table IV.) 
From this data, it appears that definite distinctions exist betwe.e.n the 
Intake poups and the Audy Homa groupe but that the difference ia not conai.-
tant for all thl'ee groups. Both the Caucasian Catholic arut Caucasian Protes-
tant Intaka groups haw a higher ale. for d6pe.ndent reci.divism than thaiJ: 
respecti.". Audy l:loma groups. The Negro Pr'otutant Intaka group, h.owI:tar. i.e 
Ius than the Audy no.. group. The difference in ap between the Cauaas ian 
p"oups and the Negro p-oups ia rather mal:'lted inas1lUCh as the averap age of 
recidivism. 111 about two ,..,ar8 1IlOI'e than all the Caucasian Catholic C88U pia 
., 
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TABLE IV 
}-lEAN AGE OF RECIDIVISM FOR DEPEl-tDENCY 
ron. THE TllREE HAJOR GROUPS STUDIED 
. . 
IN'l'AKE AUW HOMB 
RELIGIOUS 
PREFEUNCE 
AlHES- RECIDI- MEAN AIMIS- RECIDI- MEAN 
SIONS VISTS AGE SIONS VISTS AGB 
CAUCASIAN 
$THOLIC 9/+ 1)5 8.2 62 19 7.6 
CAUCASIAN 
PRO'l.'II'rANr 73 8 9.4 54 15 7.5 
NEGRO 
PROTEST.AN'r 148 ., 9.$ :;"1 4$t l&.A 
w. 
--
'l'O'l'AL 315 43 9.3 173 43 8.4 
4t 
the Caucasian Protestant Audy Home caa.. but with little diffe~c& betwean 
the Caucaaian Proteatant Intake group. 
It vaa ap&cted that tba Krou.p bavf.nc the higheat averap age for I'ate . 
of recidivi_ fol' cJapend&nc,. aa _11 a8 adla1a81oa I'ate would haft tb.& lowest 
aval'sga age fOl' rate of recldlv1.am fol' delinq_ncy. The reason1D1 for this 
aasU1Iptlon 11 tbat the oldu a chlld is, the _re be haa been. expoa&d to 
di~tinl personality influences and would. therefore. haft difficulty 
ukina adj .. ~atl aftar' kil\l placed 01' nmaining 1n the. Auc:1y~. It 
waa Upectad that the. Audy lI.ome. group would aon likely haw a lower 4elin-
quaat xecidivist ap Meause t'bay would -.gap aarU ... in 8ome. objecti...,1,. 
d .. linquent act, such as rmmq away. It was also expe.eted that the. Nepo 
would haft a lCJlWlar aftrap ap for recidivism for de.linq_ncy than the 
Caucasian group be4ausa. of tbase factOl'a. 
Upon cbecking the. a"..ag& ace for delinquency for the group. it waa 
found that tbS. Caucasian Catholic group average age was 12.5 years of .p 
£01' the Intake. tepartme.nt casas and 13.0 ye.ars of age for the Audy H01Q& caa_ 
The. Caucasian Prot_t~nt Intaktk group av.e.rage.d 12.8 years of age, and 12.9 
yaara va. the. average fOl' tbe Audy Home ca.... For the Negro Protestant 
group the a_rage age. for de.linquency recidivism was 12.0 years ftl' the. 
Inta_ ca ... and 11.3 ,aaJ'8 of age for the Audy Rome. case.s. (S ... Table V.) 
From tbase. avarsgea, it appeal's that tbe. higher t,ba. aftr. age for 4e.pe.n-
cSency, the 1_1' the. a'Ml'ap a, .. for daU.nquen.ey zee141v1lm. Each II'OUP bean 
this out in .tati$tiul data thus obtained; but a1nc& 80 few as.,.t. of tlUa 
probl •• h.aw. been :lnvastilatad. in tha naa.anh. it appeal'a that t,Ja aa.uaptic 
haa to be. q;ual:1f1&cI. It dau 1n41cate that tha .11'0 ~upa re.tun fol' 
~ 
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TABlE V 
MEAN AGE OF RECIDIVISM POR DELniQtlBl~ 
FOR THE T'HP-EB MAJOR GROUPS STUDIED 
. . -~ ........... 
....-....----..,~'~ .,.-
INTAKE Aum.r HOME 
RELIGIOUS 
PREFERENCE 
ADMIS. RECIDI- NEAU AImS- RECIDI- MEAN 
5101qS VIS1'S AGE SIOm VISTS .AGE 
C'>AUCASlAN 
CATHOLIC lIlA 20 12.5 62 10 13.0 
CAUCASlA1~ 
l'ROTBSTANT 73 9 12.8 54 12 12.9 
NEGRO 
PRO'l'BSrAm' 148 G-~ 12.0 57 IS 11.3 
TOTAL '""..,~ .. ;J .J 7:; 1~.2 113 IrO 12.2 
-
• _.' 
4Q 
delinquency earlier than the Caucasian group and the. Negro groups have a 
distinctly higher admission age average. than the Caucasian groups. This 
data eoncerning the averaga aga for admusions, recidivism for dependency, 
and recidivism for delinquency indicate that difference. exist between tba 
Intake eas ... and the Audy Home easu and b&twe.en the. different racial and 
religious groups. With this prelitainary data in mind, attention can be Shan 
in the followi.ng chapter to data that will m.ore directly test the ~potha.U. 
-------------------------'"---..., 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALlSIS OF DATA 
The present chapter will attampt to evaluate recidivism among the 
Intake and Audy Home casU relatift to aae, race and religion. Recidivism 
1n genera 1 will be considered first; than, recidivism for <fete,nde.ney and 
recidivi.m for delinquency will be separately related to the abaft variables. 
Finally, a general .ummary of the data for both dependency and deU.nquency 
will be pzeaented. 
Of the. 606 cases used in our 8amp1.. 421 or: 69.5 par: cent had not 
r.turned a. of the final day of referral, which waa l'lle~r 31, 1960. '1'be 
chUdt'ell who weft recidivists nUllbe.ftd ISS caaes, or 30.5 per cent. Tbase 
were recidivate for eithar de.pendency or dal1nquency or: both, but a boy was 
con.ideNd a recidiviat only onee, re.aardl ... of cause of laqueney of 
re.turn. (See Table~) Also, thase 185 recidivist. were. readmitted after 
the.ir initial Nferral for dependency a total of 587 timaa, which i. an 
ayerag. of 3.1 readmis.ions per recidivist. It lIWIt be. understood. b.owew.r, 
that not all recidivism.. for dependency 0,1' delinquency. S~ CUU were 
referred for otbar nasOIUI, e.g •• hold for court t hold for transportation, 
hold for psychiatric exam.ination, or various other rea.ons. At l&a.t one. of 
tba. readmissions of each boy considered a recidivist, he .... r, was for 
dapeudeney or (Jel1nq_ncy or both. 
The distribution of the 606 cases betweerl tbe Intaka Departant and 
Audy nom was 385 and 221 respectively. rue meaDS that 63.5 per cent of 
all ca ... are. conside.red Intake ca .... and 36.5 per cat of all cas .. an 
classifiad as Audy Rome caMS. The general recidivist rate was 29.9 per cent 
for the Intake. casu and 32.1 per cent for the Audy Home cas.s. (See Table 
VI.) This small 2.2 per cent difference. does not support to any important 
degree the hypotbuis that the Audy Boa cas .. will bave a much higher rate 
of recidivism for depende.ncy and also delinquency than the Intake. cases. 
Recidivism for dependency between the. Intake. cases (12.9 per cent) and 
the Audy Hom& cases (20.8 per cent) did indicate a considerable. difference, 
while recidivism for d&linque.ncy alllOllg Intake caK. (20.2 pt.r cent) and Audy 
Homa cases (19.0 per cent) show much 1 ... variation. Tbere.fore, recidivism 
for 4epen4ency but not delinquency ... ms to be. 4ifferent for tba two typeS 
of ca.u. It was expected that recidivism for 4e.1inquency would be. much 
nigher in the AUdy llama ca .... than in tbe. Intake. casU. To fully evaluate 
tbe. _aning of this reversal of expectation in tbe general data, it was 
necessary to further 8X8mu. the.m in terma of the variables of a_, race and 
religion. 
When the variable of race waa conaidered, a modification of tba geaaral 
data occurred. (See. Tables VII and VIII.) 'l'be. 4i.tribution of case. on the 
ba.is of race t:eftals tbat the Negro constituted 43.6 par cent of all 
admissions but s:eprese.nte.d 47.5 per cent of tbe Intake. casu and only 36.1 
per cent of tbe AuGy Home. ca.e.. At firat glance, tbe impression would be. 
giw.n that since transfer to the Audy Home. is not a desired disposition, mo 
facilitiU are available for tbe place.ma.nt of Negroes. HO'W8'Ver, .inee no 
institutions exist primarUy for Negroes and since. only a few of the 
available dependent institutions accept Negroes. the possibility of han4ling 
cases differently exiat. because practically 1 ... alternative. exist for a 
_---------------------~,'OIi-~~.',.",.,-. __ .... 
TABLE VI 
C<M?ARISON OF RECIDIVISM: GENERAL, DEPlliNDENCY AND DELINQUENCY 
, 
INTAKE AUDY HOME 
GROUP 
ADMISSIONS PER CENT AtMISSIONS PER CENT 
NON-RECIDIVISTS 271 70.1 151 67.9 
GENEllAL RECID. 114a 29.9 718 32.1 
TOTAlS 385 100.0 221 100.0 
-
~. --
NON-RECIDMSTS 335 87.1 175 79.2 
DEPENDENT ROOID. SOb 12.9 46b 20.8 
TOTAL 385 100.0 221 100.0 
NON-RECIDIVISTS 307 79.8 179 81.0 
DELINQUEN"I' RECID. 78b 20.2 42b 19.0 
TOTAL 385 100.0 221 100.0 
aTotal re.fleets only wbather 8 boy re.turned after his initial referral 
for delinquency or dependency. 
brotal of dependent. and delinqu .. nts will be greater than ._ral total 
sinee. 14 boys returned for both dependency and delinquency for Intake. and 17 
boys returned for both categories frOll the. AUdy lkmw. cas .... 
.1II\_>IUIlII'r~ _;;;_.~l<: 
"'" 
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TABLE VII 
NUHBER OF RECIDIVISTS FOR DEPENDENCY FOR. 
CAUCASIANS AND t-~OES 
INTAKE AUDY HOME 
RACE 
-~. 
NON-REC .. RBC. TOTAL NON ... RBC. REC. TOTAL 
CAUCASIAN 177 25 202 106 34 140 
NEGRO 134 25 183 69 12 81 
TOTAL 307 SO 385 175 46 221 
_LP " __ i!W~ 
--
. • 11.)Ui.-.r_~~~=\ 
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TABLE VIII 
PER CENT OF RECIDIVISTS FOR DEflRIDENCY FOR 
CAUCASIANS AND NEGROES 
INTAKE AUDY HO~fE 
RACE 
NON-REC. REC. TOTAL !'lO:tI-llEC. REe. TOTAL 
_0". __ 
CAUCASIAN 87.6 12.4 100.0 75.7 24.3 100.0 
NEGRO 86.3 13.7 100.0 85.2 14.8 100.0 
TOTAL i7.1 12.9 100.0 79.2 20.8 100.0 
I 
r 
I 
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caseworker. It could the.n be. expected that the. rat .. s of recidivism for 
dependeney and Altnquency should not be significantly diffe.rent among the. 
Napo Intake. and Negro Audy lIome cases. Conve .... sely, tbe ratell of reeidivtall 
for the Caucasian Intake and Audy Home. cases could ~ted to support the 
hypothesis. However. the.re. still should appear di.stinct diff.rene ... betIween 
the Caucasian and Negro eases. 
Wbe.n considering recidivism for dependency within each race. tMee was 
in the Intake ,roup 25 Caueaaians (12.4 per cent) and 2S Negroes (13.7 per 
cent) who t*"re r.cid!vtsts. In eontrast in the Audy nome. grouP. theft; "Wed 
34 Caucasians (24.3 per c .. nt) and 12 Negroes (14.8 par cent) who ware. 
re.cidivists. A distinct diffeJ:'$nce existed for the Caucasian aroups but not 
for the Nesro Int£ll-'..e ~nd Audy llome groups. However, it was 'Ull8XpeCted that 
the Caucasian rate 'WOuld be higher than tb6 Negro rats for ncicUviam among 
the AUdy lio_ casu, sine .. one of tba asslIIbptions was that family dtaunit,. 
would be. more cbaract.riatic of the. Nagro group, which wotld tend to increase 
the reeidivist rate tor that group_ 
Recidivism for delinquency, though, presents a somewhat dift.rent 
pattern. (See. Tabl .. IX and X.) Again. sinee more famUy disunity was 
presumd to be ttlOre prevalent among Negro groups aa opposed to C.aueasian 
groups, it wal hypothesized that re.eidivism for delinquency among Negroaa 
would be higher than among Caueasians for both Intaka and Audy Home groups. 
Also, it \tal apeeted that the. AUdy Home. groups would be. higher than the. 
Intake groups in ncidivis.t !rrupeetive of raU. Unlike the dependency 
rates, the Caucasian delinquent rates a8 well ss the. Negro rates dtd not 
appear to substantiate the later assumption, but then is a rather distinct 
r 
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TABLE IX 
NUMBER OF RECIDIVISTS FOR DELINQUENCY FOR 
CAtX;ASIANS AND NEGROES 
INTAKE AUDY HOME 
RACE 
NON ... REC. REC. TOTAL NON-REC. MC. TOTAl 
CAUCASIANS 173 29 202 118 22 140 
NEGRO 134 49 183 61 20 81 
TOTAL 307 78 385 179 42 221 
R ELI 
__ r;; 
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TABlE X 
PER CENT OF RECIDIVlSW8 FOR DELINQUENCY FOR 
CAUCASIANS AND NEGROES 
INTAKE AUDY HOME 
RACE 
NON-DC. RBC. TOTAL NON-RiC. REC. TOTAL 
CAUCASIANS 85.6 14.4 100.0 84.3 15.7 100.0 
NEGRO 73.2 26.8 100.0 75.3 21;.7 lQO.O 
TOTAL 79.7 20.3 100.0 81.0 19.0 100.0 
. 
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difference between the racial groups. The Nagro groups for both Intake and 
the Audy Home have about a 10 per cent higher recidivist rate than the 
respective Caucasian groups, which tends to lend support to the hypothesis 
in that the variable of race applied to the cases would result in distinct 
differences in recidivist rates. 
On the basis of the comparisons illustrated in Tables VII, VIII. IX and 
X, it appears that the hypothesis Was substantiated by the Caucasian group 
for dependency but not by the Negro group. For delinquency, n4ithe.r the 
Caucasian nor Negro groups tended to support the hypotbesis other than that 
distinct differences in the rate of'recidivism existed on the. basis of race. 
It also appears th.at more reliability can be. attached to the dependant 
comparisons since the delinquent comparisons involved other important 
factors, such as type of offense and readmissions for delinquency. Dependent 
cases generally were not as c01!lplicated statistically. sin~the. frequency 
of readmissions for already dependent recidivists is minimal. (See Glossary 
of Terms.) 
Continuing with the analysis of dependency relative to the specific 
variables of ase. race and religion, there appeared to be a substantial 
difference between the caucasian Catholic Intake and the Audy Home cases 
where the per cent of recidivism was 15.9 and 30.1, raspectively. With the 
Caucasian Protestant cases, a similar difference existed, the. recidivist 
rate being 11.0 and 30.6 for the. IntaD and AUdy Home cases respectively. 
(See Table. XlII.) 
The Caucasian Other groups have only two recidivists; therefore, the. 
Caucasian Catholic and Protestant rates for recidivism can be assumed to be. 
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slightly less than what was given, the. reason being that the Other groups 
are considered such only because of a failure to designate the religious 
affiliation upon being admitted to the Intake Department. 
The Negro Intake and the Audy Home groups show less difference than the 
Caucasian groups, 13.5 and 15.8 per cent of groups being recidivists respec-
tively. Since the Nagro Other groups have a similar rate of recidivism. 
the Negro religiously classified groups would not be altered if these cases 
were inc luded in the religious catecary. The. difference between the 
Caucasian and Negro cases was not expected. If, however, a high per cent 
of recidivi.sm for running away occurs in the Negro early age groups. e.g., 
under 12, then in effect these children should be regarded as delinquent 
recidivists; yet for ill practical purposes, they are considered as dependentl 
by the court. A large number of early recidivists for running away would 
tend to lower the dependent rates but raise tbe delinquent recidivist rates. 
Also, there would be many cases that would not be. considered as dependents 
for this research because the child was referred as a del inquent after 
running away yet who would be processed as a dependent. This factor would 
tend to minimize the admissions for the group with thellargest number of 
early runaways, or otber types of offenses. Though. this is not a full 
explanation of the differences in dependency recidivist rate.s for Negroes 
and Caucasians, it is important to consider the above factors when analyzing 
the data for the racial and religious groups. 
From Table XL. the distribution of recidivists indicat.s that the 
Caucasian and Negro Other groups and the Negro Catholic group have so few 
recidivists that these groups are exclude.d in any additional analysis of the 
, 
_.'l·':!~ 
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TABLE XI 
NUBnER OF RECIDIVISTS FOR DEPENDENCY ON THE 
BASIS OF AGE, RACE AND RELIGION 
INI'AKE AUDY HOl1E 
RACE AND RECIDIVISTS OF RECIDIVISTS OF 
RELIGION ADH. AGE GROupS TO"tAL ADM. AGE GROUP a TOTAL 
, 
13 ·,14 15 16 13 14 15 16 
" 
CAUC. CATHOLICS 94 3 2 7 3 15 62 6 4 3 6 19 
CAUC. PROTES~ 73 2 1 33 , 8 54 2 4 6 3 15 
CAUC. OTHER ~5 2 2 24 0 
NEG. CATHOLICS 13 1 1 8 1 1 
NEG. PROTESTANTS 148 2 7 5 6 20 57 3 3 2 1 9 
NEG. OTRBR 22 1 1 1 " 16 1 1 2 ;. 
TOTAL 365 11 11 16 12 50 221 12 12 11 11 46 
aEach age. group represents a year of birth from 1945 for the s ixtee.n 
year olds to the year 1948 for the. thirtee.n year olds. 
r 
dependency data. nl~ three major groups to be finally considered, then, are 
the Caucasian Catholics and Prote.stants and the Negro Protestants, 1:'e.lative 
to the variables of age, race and religion. (See Tables XII Btr XIII.) 
What was eJq)ected was that (1) the. admissions would vary for each age, 
racial and religious group; (2.) variations for racial £in;! religious groups 
. ... 
would occur in the number of tran.sfers to the Audy Home relative to total 
admiss ions; (3) the. per cent of recidivism for the lO~>1e.st age group and the 
highest al1e group should not vary since the. mean age for dependency recidi-
vism is we.ll below thirteen years of age; (4) the rate of recidivism for the. 
Audy Home. groups would be significantly h~r than the Intake groups; and 
(5) the. r<:,te of t"eciC:ivism for the Negro Intake cnd t"udy Home groups would be 
signific, .. ntly h.ighe.l" than the Caucasian groups. With the exce.ption of the 
Caucasian groups having a higher rate of recidivism than the Negro and a few 
age groups from Int~ke differtng considerably from the corresponding Audy 
Home grOll.~)S, the expecte.d re.sults were. obtained. (See Tables XII and XIII.) 
On the. basis, then. of all the. comparisons, there does appear to exist 
evidence to support the hypothesis that transfer to the Audy Home, which 
genera 11y represents a more serious placement proble.m and more. family dis-
unity, results in a higher rate. of recidivia. for dependency than for those 
cases rele.ased from the Intake Departmeut. Further, distinct differences do 
exist among the. age, racial and reI igious groups. The task of substantiating 
the hypotl~sis from the aspect of delinquency, however, is more. complicated. 
&specially since the factors of type. of offense and readmissions must be 
conside.red relative to age, race and religion. 
The first phase of our analysis of delinquency concerns the general 
AGEH 
13 
14 
15 
16 
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TABLE XlI 
DIS11unUTION OF NON-RI:CIDIVISTS A1ID itECIDIVISTS 
FOR DEPENDENCY POi THE 'llm.EE l>lAJ'OR GROUPS 
on THE BASIS OF AGE. RACE A!'ID RELIGION 
INTAKE AUDY HOME 
CAUC. CAtc. Nl£GRO CAUC. (;AUG. 
CA'l'H. PROT. PROT. CATH. PROT. 
NON· ;mc NON· REC UON- rux NON- REC l-iON- REC 
REC RBC REC REC ROO 
" 1 
.I. ... J 12 /.. 3S 2 16 6 7 2 
20 2 18 7 30 7 12 4 9 4 
19 7 18 5 34 5 5 3 10 6 
29 3 17 6 29 6 10 6 13 3 
NEGRO 
PROT. 
~rou- RIC 
REC 
Il~ 3 
15 3 
10 2 
11 1 
TOTAL 79 15 65 20 128 20 43 19 39 15 48 9 
aBach age group represents a year of hirth. 
" . ..,. 
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TABLE XIII 
PER CEliT OF RECIDIVISTS FOR DEPElmENCY FOR THE 
THRES MAJOR GROUPS STUDIED Oli 'l'HB 
BASIS OF AGE, RACE AND lmLIGIOIia 
, 
IN'l'A((E i AUDY HOME 
~ .. ~ AGEb 
j 
i. , ,,~,~ 
CAUC. CAUC. 
, 
~ , CAUC. CAUC. NEGRO 
CA'l'll. PROT. PRot. CAm. PROT. PROT. 
13 21.4- 14.3 5.4 27.3 22.2 17.6 
14 9.1 5.3 18.9 25.0 30.8 16.1 
IS 26.9 14.3 12.8 37.5 37 .. 5 16.7 
16 9.4 lQ~S~. 17.1 37.5 18.8 '.3 
T(JtALa 15.9 11.0 13.5 30.6 27.8 15.6 
sAll p&r ceats OOa&4 on adlai.aaioD. of each age group as appears on Tabla 
nI. 
baaeD. age group r&preaents a year of birth. 
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distribution of delinquent recidivists on the basis of age, race and 
religion. (See Table XIV.) The 8aneral recidivist rate for all cases was 
20.2 and 19.0 per cent for the Intake and Audy Home cases. (See Table VI.) 
When the variable of race is considered, these statistics become modified. 
The Caucasian groups from Intake numbered 29 recidivists, or 14.4 par cent as 
compared to the Audy Home recidivists which numbered 22 cases or 15.7 per 
cent. The Negro Intake group numbered 49 recidivists or 26.8 per cent as 
opposed to 20 recidivists or 24.7 per cent for the Audy Home. Generally, 
then, the rat .. for Intake do not diff .. conside.rably from the Audy Home 
cases, but there does appear to be an important difference in the per cent 
of recidivism between Negro and Caucasian delinquents. 
The next variable applied was that of religion. Since the per cent of 
recidivism for the religiously unclassifi.e.d groups, called "Other" in the 
data, was so small, they, with the Negro Catholic group, will not be con-
sidered. 
The Caucasian Catholic Intake group represented 94 admissions and 20 
recidivists for a per cent of recidivism f~ delinquency of 21.3 as compared 
to the AUdy HOtlI8 group that numbered 62 admissions and 10 recidivists for a 
par cent of 16.1. For the Caucasian Protestants there ware 73 admiSSions, 
9 reCidivists, or a per ~e~t of 12.3 for Intake, and 54 admiSSions, 12 
recidivists, or a rate of 22.2 per cent for the Audy Home group. For the 
Negro Protestants, the Intake cases numbered Ita admissions, 46 ll'ecidivists, 
or a per cent of 31.3, to 57 admissions, 18 recidiVists, or 31.6 per cent for 
the Audy Home. Only one group, the Caucasian Protestants, appears to sub-
stantiate the hypothesis; this group also. as will be seen in the following 
RACE AND 
RELIGION 
CAue. CArn 
CAUC. PR(y£. 
CAUC. OTHER 
NEGRO CArn. 
NEGRO PROT. 
NEGRO OTHER 
TOTAL 
63 
TABLE XIV 
NllMBBR OF RECIDIVISTS FOR DELINQUENCY ON nm BASIS 
OF AGE. RACE AND RELIGION 
AGE GROUP OF AGE GROUP OF 
RECIDIVISTS RECIDIVISTS 
ArM. TOT. ADM. 
REC. 
13 14 15 16 13 14 15 16 
94 1 3 6 10 20 62 4 2 1 3 
73 1 1 3 4 9 54 1 3 , 4 
3S 0 24 
13 1 2 4 8 1 
148 10 12 11 13 46 57 -4 4 3 7 
22 0 16 1 
385 13 16 20 29 78 221 10 Ie 8 14 
TOT. 
REe. 
10 
12 
0 
0 
18 
1 
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analysis of the age variable, is the most consistent in relation to &dmi88io 
and transfers for all four age groups used. (Sea Tables XV and XVI.) 
It was expected that the. thirteen year olds would have less recidivism 
than the other age groups a nd that there would be. a graduated incraase in 
recidivism for the other age groups. This would seem logical in that the 
thirte.en ,ear aIds would have fewer years in which to become. involved in 
delinque.ncy. Assuming that the number of admissions was the~8ame for each 
age group, the expe.cted pattern of recidivism would be similar to that which 
occurred for the caucasian Catholic Intake, group. However, since. the admis-
sions vary t the. per cent rates should be. more accurate and should represent 
an upward trend for each age group. Tbare should exist differences for tba 
racial and re.ligious groups in the pattern of increased per cent rates, 
however. Only the thre.e major groups will again be considered in our analysi 
of the age Variable. 
Generally, all three Intake groups follow the. expected pattern, the. 
per cent of recidivism increase.s with each. group, and all three groups 
differed from each other. Howewr. the per cent of recidivism for the Audy 
Home groups do not follow this pattern. The rates for the. CaUcasian _d 
Nagro Protestant groups were. almost the same. for two out of four of the 
age groups, and the Caucasian Catholic groups differ only slightly from each 
ethar. Tba reason for this distinct difference between the Intake. and Audy 
Home cases is uncertain to the researcher, especially since the Audy Rome. 
rates are. not much higher than those for the Intake. cases f contrary to 
expectations. 
AlsO'!:;. it was expe.cted that the. diffe.re.nt racial and religiuus groups 
_---------~ ........ ----.-........ -.-F II .... B. _____ '...... ___ ~i.~l_' btU IIII1l"m~ ~._. __ .... 
AGEa 
13 
14 
15 
16 
TOTAL 
65 
TABLE XV 
DISTRIImrION OF NON-RECIDIVISTS AND RECIDIVIS'L'S 
FOR DELINQtJBlICJ FOR THE THREE MAJOR GROUPS 
ON THE BASIS OF AGE, RACE AI'ID RELIGION 
INTAKE AUDY HONE 
". 
,*UC. ;,CJ.UC. NEGRO CAUC. CAUC. 
CAm. PROT. PROT. CATH. PROT. 
NON- REC NON- REC ~K)N- REC HOH- REC NON- REC 
REC REC REC REC REC 
13 1 13 1 27 10 18 4 B 1 
19 :3 18 1 25 12 14 2 10 3 
20 6 18 3 28 11 7 1 12 4 
22 10 15 4 22 13 13 3 12 4 
74 20 64 9 102 46 52 10 42 12 
aEach aga group repraseatc ~ year of birth. 
llEGRO 
PROT. 
NON ... RE( 
REC 
13 4 
14 4 
9 3 
5 7 
39 IS 
66 
TABLE XVI 
PER CE!n' OF RECIDIVISTS FOR DELINQUENCY FOR. THE 
THREE MAJOR GROUPS STUDIED ON THE BASIS 
OF AGE. RACE AND ImLIGloW 
_ ... _-- . 
....... -
INTAl<E AUDY HOME 
AGEb 
CAue. CLUG. NEGRO CAUC. CAlJe. NEGRO 
CATR .. PROT. PROT. CATH. PROT. PROT. 
13 1l •• 3 7.1 27.0 18.2 11.1 23.5 
14 9.1 5.3 32.4 12.5 23.1 22.2 
15 23.1 14.3 28.2 12.5 25.0 25.0 
16 31 .. 2 21.1 31'.1 lB.S 25.Q 58.1 
TOTAL 20.2 12.3 31.3 16.1 22.2 31.6 
aAll per cants based on admission of ea~h age croup as appears on 
Tabla XV. 
~ach age group rep~t8 a year of birth. 
-
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would have diffenut rate.s of transfe.r to the Audy Home, but that wi.thin a 
given racial and religious cate.gory thare. would be. relatiw. consistency for 
uch ap group_ 'l"be only group re.fle.ctb~ this consistency was the Caucasian 
Protestant poup. The. number of admiuions for this group relative to trans ... 
fers to the. Audy Rome abowad little. difference batween Intake and the Autty 
Home... (see. 'Illble XV.) l'be. I.po Protestant and Caucasian Catbolic, howe".r, 
indicated more. variati01l$. For example.. if tba th5.rtun and fourteen ... year-
old Napa Alldy llou.lie. ackdsl9ions ;~re< 3dded up, the total is 35 as compared to 
the. 24 total for tbe fifteen and sixtee.u year aIds. Likewise., thAt. Caucasian 
Catholic cOIIlparitive g:;:()UPS totaled 38 ::md ~4 admissIons. (See. Table. XV.) 
Relative to the total admissions for these age groups. tbe.u variations sboulc 
not have exi.sted. Also, the thirt .... n and fourte.8n-year-ald groups for the 
Caucasian Catholics are distinctly diffel'ent l\'>OO\ the. other two age groupe. 
From all tlllpe.arancaa. tile Caucas ian Catholic and Negro Protestant tP"0ups 
are. U10re prone to change.. Actually, the. Ne.gro i.ncNase in per cant of trans .. 
i 
fars for tn. younger age groups (13 and 14) more. closely approxim:ltes those 
par cent rates for tbe Caucasian I1:'0Up8.. On the basia of total admissions 
and transfel'S for each group. the Caucasian Protestants have the highest rate. 
of transf.,. to the AucSy 110II1II. followe.4 by tM Caucasian Catholics and the 
NaIra Protestants. 
The. next aspect of delinquency that l!lWJt be considered is the type of 
offense fOX' which a boy returns. To say menly that a boy is a re.ci4h/ist 
for dalinquency le.aw.a a void that can be 9art1ally filled in wUh the. type 
and number of ftadwaions for delinquent behavior. (See Tabla XVII.) 
From all appearances. t la _an number of adtaiss ions for del inquency aful 
r 
.~ 
if 
" 
TAnLE XVI! 
FP.EQTJEiiCY OF READ~·:trSSIONS POR DELnIQUENCY AFTm 
INITIAL REFERRAL FOB. DEPENDENCY 
. 
INTAKE AtJm: HOlliE 
... ,."",~-
TYPE OF AGE AT TnfB OF OFFINSE AGE AT TIMS OF Ol1FBNSB 
OFFENSE 
9. 11- 13- 15- 9- 11 .. 13- 15 ... 
10 12 14 16 TOTAL 10 12 14 16 TOTAL 
\ 
.ASSAULT 1 6 4 11 3 ? S .. 
AUTO LARCENY 1 3 10 14- 1 2 3 6 
BURGLAlty 2 11 S· 10 Sl 7 3 5 15 
INCliRRI GI,BLE 7 3 5 8 24 1 2 5 8 
'1 "'" 
LARCENY 4 10 6 1 21 2 e 4 4 18 
1..ESS SERIOUS 
OTHER S 11 14 1 31 1 6 1 1 9 
H)U SD.IOtJS 
0TitBR 1 1 5 4 11 1 2 4 7 
PURSESNATCltIl~a 1 3 5 4 13 0 
RUIiAWAY 40 34 16 6 100 22 18 13 S 58 
STRONG-ARM 
ROBBBR.Y 1 4 5 .4 4 6 12 
TOTAL 60 76 72 48 261 26 47 37 30 138 
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the. :lnitial dependency referral for the Intake ncidtvi8t8. 3.4. as compared 
to the Audy Homa mean, 3.3, indicated little. oval"a11 diff.nnce. between tba 
two P'Oups. Gene.r;;l1y, thare was also simUar!ty in types of offanau, 
although some strUdn,-; contrasts axbud, such as in the area of puraa-
snatchi.ng, where thirteen offens.. occurre4 for the Intake group aDd nOM for 
the Audy Home, gt'-.)up. For strong-arm robbery I twa 1 va offe.nse8 occurred for 
the Audy Home gases and only five for tba Intake group. It must be. ruatu.be.1:ec 
wben looking at Table XVII that the sixteen-year-old group need not D&ce.s-
ear By have 1IICt"e. offe.nseatban the others bec.awte. this chart includes many 
off6i.lSeS committed by tba 8ixtaen-,..;~r-old group ",ban tbay were younger, and 
the other groups who b.ave. not yet reache<1 sixteen .Ira thereby e.xclude.d from 
this category. ('!'hese. age. poup tugs are not to be confused with the ase 
groups that repre.sent a particular ,ear of birth.) The importance of this 
cOtrIpl'rhon was to di.seow.r the extent of recidivism for the. Intake. and Audy 
Home groups and to dete.ina if the children mernd to the. AUdy KOla return 
at an e,,:'!rEer age for delinqueney. From the data in thi.s table, the.re, 
appears to be little subatantiation of the. bJpotbe.u from the aspect of 
readmissions and age of recidi.vism. 
The next comparuon is the. distributioll of tba de.linqwtnt rea4llis.10 .. 
for tbe Caucasian Catholics. (see Table XVIII.) The Ca~sian Catholic 
Intake. group mean 'D.U'IIlber of nadmis.f.on, 2.4, 18 slightly lower than the 
Audy HomiI rate, 3.1. aDd le.nds SOtll6 support to tbe ltypotbes1s. 'l'be reac.tmis-
sion relationlhip chan .. s t be..,., if the runaway croup is discounted. The 
number of readaisaions beeomu 1.9 for tba Inta. 1I'01IP and 1.2 for the AudJ 
ltom8 ~up. This relationship now doas not support the bJpothe.ls. 'lbIl'efOlet 
.... . 
- -
FiU:Qi.rL:~""Y OF REAIl41SSIONS FOR OOLIl~QUEliCY i"OO TIm 
CAUCASIAN CATHOLICS .Ai"rER INITIAL REFERRAL 
FOR DWENDEl'Cr 
. . 
--
INTAKE AUDY' ROME 
'l'YPE OF AGE AT TI:M.E OF OFFENSE AGE AT Tum OF OPFENSE 
OP'FINSE 
, 
9- 11. 13- 15- 9- 11- 13 .... ·.15-
10 12 14 16 ';CO'tAL 10 12 
, 
14 '16 TOTAL : 
ASSAULT 1 1 2 Li. 1 
AUTO LARCENY 1 3 4 0 
BURGLARY 2 1 3 6 1 1 
INCORRIGIB1.B 2 1 4 7 1 1 2 
LARCENY 2 2 4 1 1 
LBSS SERIOUS ~ 2 2 3 1 8 3 1. , 4 
K>tm SERIOUS O'rImRb 1 1 0 
PtmSESNATCll'mG 1 1 2 0 
RUNAWAY 1 2 .3 .3 9 11 ,.. .3 1 i9 
STROIG-ARM RODBIRY 1 2 l 1 2 3 
TOTAL 5 9 16 16 46 11 10 8 2 31 
a1uelu4ea offeu_ aueh as ulietou miaehief. eurfew. ate. 
blnelude.a offansu such aa raur46r. a..-d I'Obbuy t narcoties, etc. 
'I 
", 
1,1 
:1 
'i I ~ 
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unlike the ",ne.l'a 1 comparison chart. the Intake g:roup appean to be. 4iffer_t 
from the Audy l:tome group on the basis of seriQ\IS off.as... If, ~t the. 
n __ 1' of :-eadmia3i.::ns is not considered relative to the sulous •• s of 
offenses. the data could be. easily misle.ading. It appeared that the lllta. 
group te.nded to disp:rove. the hypothui.s wban this factor was cona1de.n.d in 
The next s~milar type of comparison concerns the Caucasian Protestant 
group. (See Table XIX.) lle.~ the. mean number of n.adm1 •• ions for the Intake 
Department. 3.9 per delinquent recidivist, is much higher than the 2.0 mean 
for the Audy Home.. Ag,:;in, if the runaways an discounted, the readmission 
rate drop:; slwrply to 1.6 and 1.1, raspectively. Insofar as serious ... of 
offense b c:once.rne.d. tbue ia 00 particular offense that st"mds out aitbe.!' 
for the Intat,e. or Audy HoII& ~ups; and thus ,;t Similar-tty to the .-1'£11 
CQm?arison is chnracter1stic of the Protestant Caucasian group. For this 
groUP. l.t can be. said that the. rate of ncicUv1sm. is JU.gher for tha Au4y tIotae 
group but that the. rate. of readmissions peE' recidivist ia not. Also. tiae 
AUdy Home cases seem to t:eturll for mQ" serious offense •• 
III contrast to the Caucasian Catholic and Prot.atant groups, the NeSro 
Protestant mean numbar of "adlai_ion tor deUllquency was 3.6 and 4 .. 6 tOI' 
Intake .ln.d the Au4y }10.. (s. Table XX.) 
Again, if the runawa,.. an. discounted, the altere4 _au",," 2.2 al14 
311.. Relative 'to nriousuess of offense.s for e.aeh ir'OUp t it would appear 
that the AUdy l'lomla casu by virtue of the ~iu:her nl.llber of recidivist 
readmissions 40 tend to engage in lII0I:''& serious off..... It IlUSt be. 
~rcd that when analyaifti readmissions thete 18 a tendency for a 
1'2 
TAB!..E nx 
mmQtJEr1CY OF ImADM!SS!ONS FOR m.INQUENCY FOR 
CAUCASIAN PROTESTA!fr AFtER THE INITIAL 
REFEIlRAL FOR DEPENDENCY 
.. . ... "" ....... -
--
:tm.'A.KS AUDY H~1B 
AGB AT 'I'IME fR OFFENSE ., AGE A'r TIME OIl' OFFENSE 
'NPB OF 
---OFi"ENSl1: 
9- 11- 13- 15 ... 9 .. 11- 13 ... 1S ... 
10 12 14 16 'l'O'l'AL • 10 12 14 16 TOTAL 
, 
: 
ASSAULT 0 0 
AUTO LAllCEW 1 .2 3 1 1 2 
BlJaGLAIU 2 2 
, 
2 1 3 
IHCOlUUGIBLE 0 1 3 4 
: 
.' 
LAIlCENY 1 1 1 1 4 2 2 4 
LESS SElUOW OTImRa .2 1 3 C 
KlR.E SBlUOUS O'.L'!1I3Rb 0 0 
PUISESNATCHING 1 1 .2 0 
JlUNAWAY 10 3 6 2 21 1 4 4 2 11 
sm~ aoBlUtiRY 0 0 
TOTAL 12 1 9 7 35 1 10 1 6 24 
, 
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TABLE XX 
PUQum«:Y OF READMISSIONS FOR I£LINQl.JBll:Y FOR 
NEGl.O PROTESTANTS APTER TIm INITIAL 
REFEImAL FOR. DEPINDtmCY 
INTAl(E AUDl' HOME 
nPlOF 
OJ.I'II'BNSE AGB AT 'QBB OJ! OFFENSE AGB AT TIME OF OFFENSB 
9. 11- 13- 15 .. 9- 11- 13- IS-
10 12 14 16 TOTAL 10 12 14 16 TOTAL 
ASSAULT 1 5 2 a 2 2 4 
AUTO LARCENY 2 4 6 2 2 4 
Bt:Il:tGLARy 2 9 7 3 21 4 3 4 11 
INCOIUUGIlJLE 5 3 4 5 17 1 1 2 
LARCENY 3 7 3 13 '}, 7 4 1 14 
LlSS smuow 0TiU12l" 3 6 10 19 1 3 1 2 7 H). SERIOUS O'J."HDb 1 1 3 3 8 I '}, 2 5 
PtmSBSNA'l.'CHlltl 3 3 3 9 0 
RUNAWAY 24 32 3 59 9 10 , 2 27 
amONG-ARM ROmmaY 2 2 3 3 3 9 
TOTAL . 38 62 42 20 162 13 28 24 18 83e; 
"lulu .. maU.eiou mischtef, eurfew, drinking, etc. 
Dlneludea murdu, "n.d robbery. firearms, Bareotles, ete. 
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particular offen •• to affect tbaa. rates; and although much attantion waa 
givan tbe. I'UDawaya, other off ...... like burglary, pur.elnatch1nl. atrong-an 
robbel'f. larceay awl otbera ftpruent a apacialty for a boy. GlmeJ:ally, it 
would not be expected that a boy would haft .. -.n 01' eight Naniaaions f« 
the aa_ off ... ;. kt it does occur fl'equu.tly. Because this 1s so, a prase 
tation of tbe _dian and mode retati". to readud.saiou of deU.nquent re.cidbF'· 
.iat. will be liftD. 
fot: the caucasian Cathol ic Intake. aad 
Audy l.touIe ncicUviats was 1.4 aad 1.5. Wbaa tba tadian waa comparecl to the 
.an ""'dad .... ion htes of 2.4 and 3.1 for tbe ,a_ &rOUPs, it appeared that 
tlua ..sian sa ... a IIIOR repruentatiw. picture of readmiasions pel' recid:l:~iat 
becauM it exclu4ea 'tbe __ ptional caM. who haft ~ many na4m.1saioftlJ. 
1.i .. 1n, with the Pt'o •• tant Caucasian nci4iviat8. the _dian IlUIBber 
of nad1ld.asiona for 4ellnq_aey 41ff_1'8 fl'01ll the -.an. The Mdtan a\lllber of 
read_asions for &alinquu.cy fot latake. and Audy HoM wen 2.5 and 1.8. and 
the. meaa mEber of c-eadud ... 1ou we.n 3.9 and 2.0, l'U,.cti'vely. 
For tbe He.po ,"t .. tant p-oupa, 'the _dian nUtlber of nadai •• iou 
waa also lOW!' 'than the .. a rate8 by about 0_ ftadmisaion pel' ncidiYist. 
III 
I I 
I ': ,. 
I, 'I 
I 
Ii 
i 
"" _laa _ be"" 2.6 anA 3.8. anA tbe -- _ be1", 3.6 _ 4.6 fo 'III,: 
Intake aalthe Audy..... Sinee all of tha adiana wen 10_1' than tha _an Iii 
rates and aliped to tba wean wban tba runaways al'& diaeouated, aaotial' pal'-
speetl .... that of tl1e mode, 11111 be appli&d to the data. 
For the '_II.t)' Caucasian Catholic Intake ... :Ldl.l.,. t .law.n had 011,11 
0" other adDd ... ion for 4elinquency after the OI'ilinal adUltssion for 
dellnquency. D..1ati.". to total delinquenqr aduaisaiona, then. the othel- nine 
I: : 
I I 
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recidivists account for 3S admissions sinee tbe. entire Cauca8ian Catholic 
total was 46 delinquent admi8siona. With the. Audy HOlM. group, than were 
five recidivists who nt~d onlY,for that OM time; thi8 188M that the. 
othar five. recidivists account for 26 adlrd.8siGlll8. What is obvious is that a 
small number of boys account for a disproportic.mate number of offense8. If 
this were also true for all delinquents and that croup of delinquents could 
be isolated early, tben interuJificstion and 8peciaUzat ion. of probation 
se.rvices would increase their effective_ss and udght prevent countless 
crimes in the comm.unity. In otbar words, if tbe. per cent of ncidivin of a 
specific group could be determined, then probstiOll officers eould be 
increased for this group. It appaars on tba ba8is of thi8 research that .uch 
a program should be 8tudied. 
The. caucasian Protestant Intake n.cidivi8ts alao had as its lIlOdal 
number one. readmissiousbf/t.yond the original admission for dependency. S1ace 
three of tbe n.cidivists re~ once, the other six ret1lJ!"Ded 32 tu.s. 
For the AUdy Home. 8aven boys returned onee, and the otbar fift boys nturaad 
on seventeen occasions, so the .aM would be true for tbera. 
For tha Negro Prote.tant Intake and AUdy Hoa groups, tbe variance is 
even greater ~n the lIlOde and the. otur CallU. 'l."bare wen fifteen boys 
who returnad onca, and the. other 31 nt..-d 150 timu for delinquency. 
If the. fifteen boys who returned once and thirteen boys twice weJ:e combined, 
they would haw. accounted for 41 admi.aicms. The remaining eighteen 
recidivists than wen readmitted for delinquency after the initial dependent 
referral a total of 124 times. The. Audy l'loaa cases are BlOn. extre.ma than 
the Intake cases in that seven of tbe .igb:tee:n recidivists re.turne.d three 
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times for de.linquWlCY. If three cases of boys wh.o returned once. and one case 
of a boy who returned twice are combined, they total 26 readmissions. This 
means that the remaining sewn boys accounted for 57 readmissions for 
del inquency which, if compared •. to the other boys, presents a somewhat ominous 
outlook for these cases. And it must be. remembered that theae statistics 
do not purport to be either final or maximta but rather an minimal by nature. 
of the design of the research, since they do not include all years of pos-
sible delinquency. 
To s'WIIllarize the reaenission rates for the thl:ee major groups studied, 
it appears that the Caucasian Catholic Intake and Audy Ha. cases differ in 
several ways. The Intake group has a higher per cent of recidivists than the 
Audy H()[Ila cases but not a hilbel' per cent 06treadmissiODS. In regard to the 
seriousness of offenses, it appears that tIle Intake cases were for more. 
serious types of offenses. 
For the Caucasian Protestants, there ex18ts an opposite pattern than 
for the Catholic group. The per cent of recidivism is lower for the Intake. 
cases. but the per cent of readmission is bilber than for the Audy Homa 
cases. Relative to seriousness of offetuJes, it is difficult to de.termi:nta 
which group returns for BOre serious types of defenses. 
Insofar as the Negro Protestant groups are. concerned, the Audy Homai:'ca.e 
seem not only to return for more seriOUS offenses but also ha~ a higher ~r 
cent of recidivists and of readmissions. 
All three. major groups differ from each other and from this as,ect 
support the hypoth&sis; however. wben considering the. entire Intake. and Audy 
Home cases without applying the. variables of age."of offense, race and 
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religion, th.c.ra 8i?pears to be. no cle.ar substantiation of the. hypothesis. 
Neither does any one. of the thre.e. aajor groups studied appear to clearly 
support the ~~otbasis. 
Fran the. previous data. it was learned that 'boys at a vary early age 
00 e,ngage. in rather serious t}tpes of offenses. In tllt. following analysis, 
another perspective of age will bell applied to Intake and Audy Uome cases, 
that of the. }'ear of birth of each recidivist, which ranges from. 1945 through 
1948. The. purpose of this analysis is to daterm1na if the younger age. 
groups return less than beta older age group as would be expected and if 
these. patterns are. diffarent for the. Intake. and Audy 11.c:1me. casu. Also to 
be de.termlood is whether each a. group is affected when tha variablu d 
race and religion are applied. The expe.eted results would be that the olde)'!' 
groups will be. more frequently adm!tt~d and for mDre serious offense.s. 
Also, the early age. group casea of tba Audy Roue nlativa to the. Intake casea 
.hould be readmitted more frequently, and all Audy ltoIDe. goup •• hould tl$t 
only haw a highe.r per cent of recidivism but a higher per cent of re.adlaia-
.ions and should return for more serioue offenses. Relative. to race. and 
religion, it waS expected that the. Negro Protestant groups fr01ll both Intake 
and the AU<T/ 1l0'.~ would have hlgbar rates than the. CaucaSian groups. 
The first comparison of the frequency of zoeadm1ssiona for dal1l\que.DCY 
on the basis of age concerns all Caucasian cases. irrespective of religion. 
(See .able XXI.) 
The thirteen and fourteell-year-old totals wenr. twelft readmissions for 
Intake. as COIIlpare.d to tlla sana p:oups fram the Audy Roma, whoM. total waS 
38 readmissionD. Hbe.n the san:e comparison is madr.. fer the fifte.e.u and 
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sixteen year <;,l<1B. an opposite. pattern exists, the readmissions being 70 
for Intake and 17 f:or the Audy UOIlB. It is difficult to determina wbJ' 
thin occurs t although speculation tends to iad.icate that s.h factOl's a. 
changinG administ:t.·a tions, nr:xlified detet&tion facl1iU&s for: dependents. 
incf~asir~ demands an institutions after tba war alGni with increasing birth 
rl:ltes, tlla&.-ric.gea and separations, are several factors that could affect tbaae 
rAtes in such a m."IIln,e.r. There doe.a appear to also be a more consistent per 
ce.nt of re.cidiviSlrt relationship between the Audy Homa age p-oups than fot' 
the. Inta1:e groups. For example, the per cent of recidivism for the thirteen-
ye.ar-old Int.ake. group "Jas 5.6 and 23.3 per cent for tha. sixteen-,aar-old 
group; but for tIle SU\lJ?; age &roups from the Audy 110lil&, the par C4IIlta were. 
13.3 sud If..4. 
For the. Negro ceses the first tlu...... age groups from Intake. represent 
about six per cent more. recidivism par group than the Audy HoIIa ca .... and 
the sixtetl1-yaar-old Audy Home. group is about four per cent higber. (Sea 
Table :lO:II.) 
There is a differenee. in total readmissions for the youaSlr ~o ad 
CaucaSian 1ntar..e groups, but this difference does not exist a8 IllUCh for tba 
Audy Rome youn~~r age groups. Howe_r, for tha filtee.n and 81xtee.n )lear 
olds, the. In.-t.ake, groups are close.ly :e.lat&d, but t11& Auci1y lloaa groupa are. 
not. It doe,s appear, then, that the Negro &X'oups in all a&e brackats have 
not only f; higber per cent of recidivism but also return more freq-.ntly 
aac1 for more serious cf fenses than the Cauc.asiau. 
III the, next series of tables, some. of the data will be alilhtly modi-
fieri, since only the three major groupa, the Caucasian CathoU.cs, Caucasian 
...... ----_ ............. _------------------"'--........ 
TYPE OF 
OPFINSE 
. 
A1)SATlLT 
A11rO LARCENY 
BURGLARY 
!1rCOl'.RIGIBLE 
1,ARCENY 
!,$"S~S SERIOUS 
O'l'HERD 
!l>11E SERIOUS 
O'l'ltERc 
ptmSEm"..:".TC'!·!IN(' 
RUNAl-;J"Y 
S'I'ROr-m-ARH 
ROBBERY 
TetrAL 
TABLE XXI 
COMPARISON OF FREQtJENCY OF ItEAWISSIONS FOR 
DELINQUENCY FOR CA'OOASIANS ON T.HE BASIS 
OF AGE 
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INTAKE AUDY HO~m 
r..--- . --, 
AGE GROupS AGiGROWa 
) 
13 14 15 16 'l'OTAL 13 14 15 16 
, . 
1 1 2 1 
4 3 7 2 
4 3 7 1 1 2 
1 1 4 6 3 3 
1 2 4 1 a 2 1 2 
1 3 7 11 3 1 
1 1 
4 4 
3 3 14 11 31 14 6 5 5 
1 2 3 1 2 
5 7 32 38 82 25 13 8 9 
aEach ap. gro..., npnsenta a ,.ear of birth. 
btneludes off.enses such as malicious mischief, curfew, Gte. 
c~ off .... such as DWrQar. armed r~ry. narcotics, etc. 
'iXltAL 
1 
2 
4 
6 
5 
4 
0 
.-
• 
30 
3 
55 
80 
TAllLE XXII 
COMI?AlUSOll OF FREQUENCY OF JlEAWISSIONS 
FOR DBllmQUENCY FOR NEGROES 
ON THE BASIS OF AGE 
IN'l'AKE AUDY 1JO)£ 
TYPE OF AGE GROups AGE GROupa 
OFFENSE 
13 14 15 16 TOTAl .. 13 14 15 16 TOTAL 
ASSAULT 1 2 2 4 It 0 
AUTO LAR.CIN'Y 1 1 5 7 1 3 4 
BURGLARY 3 10 7 2 22 1 1 4 5 11 
lNCORRIGlBtB 1 5 I 5 17 1 1 , 
LARCENY 2 3 7 1 13 3 3 3 5 14 
LESS SERIOUS 0TJ.mR8 2 10 8 20 1 6 7 
!t>1tE SERIOUS 0TJmR,l> 1 2 2 5 10 1 1 1 2 5 
PlmSESNATCBING 2 2 3 2 9 0 
RUNAWAY 37 17 8 9 
" 
S 2 9 S 27 
STRONG-ARM ROBBERY 1 1 2 2 3 4 9 
TOTAL 50 53 44 3J 178 14 11 21 33 83 
BEach ase II"OUP npnsenta a ,..1' of bi.rth. 
bIncludU off ..... auch aa malicious Ili.ac:hi..,. .tc. 
cIael .... off ..... auch sa murder, a!'lad robbery, nareotica, etc. 
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Protestants and Negro ProtellCaU., will be analyzed. Each of tbe. age groups 
relative to race and religion. will be. compared to each otbe.r as well as to 
wbe.ther they npruent either the Intake or Audy nome. cases. 'l'be. first age 
group discussed will be. the. thirteen year olds, who wen born in 1948. (SM 
Table XXIII.) 
Tbaa.-e .lees uot appear to be IIlUCh differance within the. Caucasian Protes-
tant cases, but tban is a considerable differenee within the Caucasian 
Catholic and within the Negro Protestant cases. At first ,lance, the Cathol' 
Audy Home group seems to far surpass the Intake group in readmissions for 
~ 
dell .......... '!Jut upon. further investigation, it was learne.d that this group 
had more admissions than the Intake group. This is the only group that had 
more. transfers to the Audy Horae. than disposals by tbe Intake Daparttant. 
Also, the fourteen cases of running away could easily haft been recorded by 
one boy, as seems to be indicated by the madian readmission rate previously 
givan. 
The. next group to be. considered is the fourteen-year-old group. (see 
Table XXIV.) 
The number of offens .. for the Nagro Intake. group was vastly different 
from tba othel' Intake. groupe; yet. the difference between the Audy HoD:a 
groups is not appreciable. '!'Mre also appears to be. a slight SUbstantiation 
of the hypothesis for the Caucasian Catholic aad Protestant groups where. the 
per cent of recidivism. readmission rate :nul seriousness of offenses tended 
to be. more pre.dominan.t for tM. Audy lloDI/I.\ ca .. s. For the. Negro group which 
had the. higbut per cent of recitivin, ~~~he. three major groups, the 
Intake. cases surpass the Audy ao. case. in the previously sntionad areal. 
TABLE XXIII 
CONPARISOH OP FREQUENCY OF READHISSIONS 
FOR THE THIRTEEN-YEAR...QLD GROUP 
ON THE U,\SIS OF p,ACE A~ID RELIGION 
.--_ .... 
MAKE 
nPE OF 
OFFENSE CAUC. CAUC. NEGRO CAUC. 
CATH. PROT. PROT. CAm. 
ASSAULT If 1 
ATJrO LARCENY 
BURGLARY 3 1 
INCORRIGIBLE 1 1 2 
LARCENY 1 2 
LESS SERIOUS OTHBRa 2 3 
WRE SERIOUS OTHERb 1 
PURSESNATCHING 2 
Ilt.JN.AWAY 3 35 14 
STRONG-ARM ROBBERY 1 1 
TOTAL 4 1 48 22 
AUDY HOME 
CAi,iC. NEGRO 
PROT. pROT. 
1 
1 1 
2 3 
1 
7 
- 3 13 
aIncludu offens.s such as malicious mischief. curfew, etc. 
bInc1udea offeDa.. such as murder, lJr_d I'obbery, DaI'COtiC8, etc. 
. -
.... ---_ ...... - ........ _---_ ....... -------_ ........ _-_._------=, ................ - ... 
TABLE XXIV 
COMl'ARISOU OF FREQUE:Nc..'Y OF READHISSIONS 
FOR THE FOUR'l'EEN-YE~..oLD GROUP ON 
THE BASIS OF RACE llllD RELIGION 
INTAKE 
TYPE OF CAUC. CAUC. NEGRO CAUC. OFPBNSE CATH. PROT. PROI'. CATH. 
ASSAULT 2 
AUTO l..ARCENY 1 
BURGLARY 10 
Iln>RRIGIBI..E ... 5 
LARCENY 2 3 
LESS smuotJS 0'tiJlm.8 1 9 1 
K>RE SERIOUS <mmab 1 1 
PURSESNATCHlNO 2 
RUNAWAY 3 15 2 
STRONG-AiM ROBBERY 1 2 
TOTAL 4 3 49 5 
alRcludes malicious mischief, curf., etc. 
bIae ludes mardar. an.d robbery. nar~otic., etc. 
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AUDY HOME 
CAUC. NEGRO 
PROT. PROT. 
1 1 
3 1 
J 
1 
1 
4 1: 
2' 
8 10 
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The third group to be conside.rad relative to year of birth is the fif 
year-old group bom. in 1947. (See Table. XXV.) There is a sudden upsurge 1.a 
the readmission rate for thi.s group as opposed to 'the. previous two age. groups 
for the Caucasian Catholic cmd ::?rotesttlnt Intake. cases, whereas the Negro 
ease.s dlO not reflaet thia same variance to ita two previoUl age. croups • 
. Uso of import-an'!. ia the. fact that only eight Ca tholic boys were. transferred 
to the. Audy lIome., and 26 cases were handle.d by Intake. The expected rate 
of transfer should have. been IINcll higher, and no explanation is. available 
as to wll1 this group had such a low transfer rate. This group also did not 
support t~e brPothasis from the. aspects of par cent of recidivism, readmis-
sions or seriousl188s of offe.nses. For the. Caucasian Protestant group, sup 
was given to the hypothesis from the aspect of per cent of recidivism only; 
and for the x_gro group, the per cent of recidivism is b.1lhar for Intake, 
but the per cent of readmiaaions is higbar for the Audy l10me ca.es with the 
se.riousne.ss of offensa c.telOl')' be1AI questionable. FrOll all appearanc.s, 
the Caucasian Intake croups tend to ruemble. the Negro Intake. group in the 
fifteen-year-old bracket, which is unlike. the. two previous sp groups. Pr_ 
all appear:,Ulces, tbe sixteen-ye.ar-old group indicates a sbdlar relationship 
in this regard. (See Table XA'VI.) 
Again, .18 with the fifteen year olds, the. ~aucaaian Catholic Inttil-:e. ca .. 
had a b.1.gher par cent of recidivism, per cent of ..... admissions. and they 
returned for more. serious offenses. The pattarn for the Caucasian Protestant 
group si.xte.Qll year 01ds is almost the. same as fOl: tbe fifteen yaar old., 
since tha par cent of recidivism is higher for the Audy Ilome, but the per 
cent of tbe J:e.sdmisaion.s and seriouanass of offense cate.lorias are higher 
~~,~~~~~------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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It/tDLE XXV' 
CO~jp.t'llUSON OF Flu.:QU'':;NCY CiF ltEAmr..:GSIOlIS 
FOIl THE F!FTEEN-l'EAR...oLD GROUP ON 
TIm aWlS OF RACE A1iD r'1.;'1LIGION 
III *_ .. 
WAKE AllDY' HOME 
,...··00 
OFPEN$E CAOO. <MOO. mmo CAoo. Cf~l1C. NEGRO 
CATH. PROT. PROT. CATH. PROT. PROT. 
ASSAULT 1 2 
AUTO LARCENY 2 2 1 1 
BURGLARY 2 2 6 2 4 
INCORRIGIBLE 1 6 
LARCENY 2 2 7 1 l 
LBSS SERIOUS O'l."Hlma 2 1 8 
mRE SERIOUS 0THElt~ 2 
PURSESNATClUNG l 
RUNAWAY 1 13 6 1 5 9 
STROHO-ARM ROBBBRY 1 .1 
TOTAL 12 20 41 1 S 20 
• '*' ... ""', .. ..... I'IW' • 
a!Deludes off .... 8ueh aa malf.cioUII IltiHhi4t, cUl'f'ew, ete. 
bzDClu4es effe .... such all IlUJ:der. armed robbery, nanotte., etc. 
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TABLE XXVI 
COl~AR!SON OF FP~QUENC! OF RF~DM!SSIONS 
FOR '.rIlF. SV'!mEN-YEAR"'()LD GROUP ON 
Tim &",8IS OF RACE AND RELIGION 
. 
• 
---,---
__ ..... _,.,._~ 
ntrAlCE AUDY HOME 
'rYPE 0' 
OFIlENSE CAUC. CAtJC. NEGRO CAUC. CAUC. NBGRO 
CATH. PROT. PRm. CAl'll. PR.(JX. PROT. 
ASSAULT 1 3 
Al1lO LARCENY 2 1 4 2 3 
BURGLARY 5 2 5 
INCORRIGIBLE S 
LARCENY 1 1 1 1 5 
LESS SERIOUS OTllERa S 2 6 
mRE SERIOUS O'.ruERb 2 2 
PURSESNA'l"CHD:«l 2 2 2 
RUNAWAY 5 6 6 3 2 a 
STRONG-ARM ROlUlERY 2 
" 
TfJEAL 22 12 2S 4 5 33 
-
.... ...-....... ,."..~ ......... 
alneluGu ()ffenaaa such as maU.cious mischief, curfew, etc. 
cIncludas offenses such. as ~. armed 'l'obbeJ:)". narcotic., ek. 
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for the Intake casu. The pattern for the. two later caucasian croup. 18 juat 
the oppoaite than for the two eLlt'Eer El8e poupa. SiDe. the expaeted l'UlIlta 
wen those that oecutteQ i .. n the. e.::lrly ag;i. :,;;rO'lPS, it is not knwn why tbe 
older alll groups varie.c from these. pa tterns. One poou, "that did ..... to 
clearlyaupport the l1J'potheaia was the. NllI'o Protestant .~r-old 
group that h.=d 37.1 P'U' cent r6eidiViam for Iatake a. 58.3 per caat ,. 
the AUdy Hots. Also, tba Audy Home aroup surpaased the Intake. group in 
readmissions per rl4id1vist and in seriousness .f offense •• 
On t.!:e. VGa;U.; of the. data PRMIlted iA the prtNioua tour tabl •• , it i. 
difficult to ssy that the bJpothe.els is aubstaaLa..a; but th&~ are some 
important relationships that exi.at allJODl t1W. Intake arut Au4y HaIIIa eaau. 
First t it can be .un that distinet df.ffe~ .. exi.attM wiilla ana betweea 
the Intake and AUdy nome groups for tl-. t1u:ea major aoeial-nlilioua 1J:'0'U.p8 
stud1e.d wheu the factor of! ,.ear of birth wa. n.late4 to race aad nU.,i_. 
second, tile Cal.lOasiau Catholic IZ'OUP wa. 1 ... e.ouuteat thaa the otlulr t.wo 
srQUPS in ratio of adm.1ssions to traasfC'. to tba Audy u..-, s,"Uteall,.. 
for the grf.'Alpt' bOI'Il in 1946 aad 1948. Thi&"4. tbe. Caucasian Catholic aDd 
Protestaut Intake groups from the thirteea and fourtacm-)l'UI'-old P"ftPa 
appeared to eubtstantiate. the. b.ypcrtbasia a:e.latiw to pel' cant of re.eidiviem, 
per eat of readmissions and n.lati_ aarlouanaea of off...... Fourth, tba 
ff.fte.en "1\rl 2:.xtc.c.;;.-Ylil:u:-old Caucasian Catholic aD4 Protestant groups who 
teftded uot to substantiate the hypothelia and iuaicatad an almoet opposite 
pattam of trZ'lnsfera to the Audy -uo. ral"tift to adllli •• iou to Indke, 'fIIIh'e 
trana:eel'1:'ed Itltast of tJ:e three. groupe. S1;;i:th, .. CaUQaslan Pro .. tant 
P"OUJ bad tbe most consistent patteru of adrais.iOSlS to tnu:e .. s an4 we. 
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tl"anafe.rred the U1.Qst of the three p'oups. Sewnth. unlike their Caucasian 
counte.rparts. the. Negro th:b:teen and fouJ:'te.en-,ear-014 groupa tended net to 
supp«t ttl. l1Jpotl)l··:'.T~. :::'5.ghth, t!.e !Te.&!'o Pr(ri:-e.f:··i:~1lft groupts per cent of 
recidivism, readmission rat\~ al1'~ rebtJ:vc se:;:iousuess of offenses surpas.d 
that of the Caucasian groups with the least variance a.ug tblll thU"f:e.en aIld 
tourte.en-j'"aa:.;-olu AuJy li01Qla. aroups and. t!le fif_en and sixteen..,-ea,.-old 
Intake groups. Ninth, tbIa greatest varianee existed betwe.en the. Nepoo 
Protestant 8a1:1y age grou:vs and thl;:l. thirtee.n and !out'tee.n-,..ar-old Caucasian 
Catholic and i'rote.stallt cases. Tenth, the n\1tllber of runaWIlYS gets smaller 
for the. older groups, which tends to indi~te a l:oNboding pictw:e of 
increasad de1incr~..n·k actlvity and subse.qucmt hip .... admission rate for all 
of the groups. 
CP..APTER V 
GENERAL mtr1M.~'P.Y OF DATA 
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A aeaeral .1IE81'1 of the stetell.'l8nts that can be. maGe frca tbe re.ear:eh 
data will .. pn. . .a in the foll.,1nC lllaDnU': firat, all statean'ta that 
are of a genera 1 nature and applicable to both dependants and (lel~nts" 
.. cGl14, all ..... al .ta .... ta coae-rniD& .peadeac,., thud, all ap&eU1c 
.tate..nts ratarcUl\I dapend.e.ntlli fourtll, all statements of a gene.r.al nature 
....... dinl 4eliaq'U8l'lC,., od fifth. all specific statements resarding <lelin ... 
q-My. 
In general, theta waa a definite dU~ in t. Q'ft.3:ap age. of admf.s-
sion fOl!" tM Ca_a.lan Catholic. Ca_a.ian Protastant aad *are Prot4I ... t
groups. 'I'be diflezenee. la .".ra. age fer each .peclflc lDtaka group in 
comparisoa to tl:e sa. Audy Baa8 croup .Jtowd oal,. a alight dUfU'8llCe. 
There was a similar difluence aIlOIl& the tbna llajor crOUPS nlatt". to age 
of adla.i.ssion for the depaacJeat and delf.nque.:nt. recidiv1sta •. It wa. also 8een 
that a greater ,.,.. _t of Caucasian eb.ildnm. _N tl'autU'ft4 to tba AudJ' 
Home. a8illu' t:he initial referral than were ~o eb.ildnn. 
Irrespective of wbatM.r a child retumad t. d4111 ,,:racy or delltlq11AC1, 
the P6l: ~~ of N4iJivu'ta was high&r 1'01: t.ha. Audy Home. iX'oup in gene,ral. 
It was !MIId ~t if a child was a nCl141.18' for depeadeaG,. aad was su-
_quemtly trausferre.d to the .4udy 'HomIr. after his first admission, be was more 
likaly to retltrn. ft:>r deU.nque.ncy than the boy who was not transferred to tbe 
Audy Bolle after his first adais.l_ f.- depen4eac:y. It also appean.d that 
rel iab11ity of the depaacJelley 48ta is htpR ~Jl tbe data fOl.' del1nq __ ,., 
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.ince deliDqueacy aflal.,.si. must cousider the types of crimea and the 
re.prdle •• of .(It.. 'l'b.ia I'II6ant that the group which bad the most offe.nse.s 
at aD 8al'ly .,. (.pecifically, running away) t1oulC! not ne<:essarUy haW a 
hJ.&;ber Qepeader&a7 rat. than the otber groups, since rUl1c:\\:ays uncer twlve 
often are dapeRdeDt ea ••• in tb& e.~a of tlle. court. It is poss:i.ble for tlw. 
&:roup with a high delinqUlaDCy rate. at sr .. e~rly ~ge. to have. a lower dapendancy 
rate, .. ,..1al17 aiM. a m.8b6r of .iint, nine. ten and eleown..year-old boys 
Wte not iacr.lwieG in tb& ..... e.arcb. because tblay ware xefen:e.d to tha Int._ 
Depat'taeat a. ruaawaya. ,... t in effe.ct tbay MieZ* depen4ent ease.. nawe._r. 
it appears thltt tba exelu(i6d c ...... would probably follow tbe. •• propor-
tiou a. aisted. £c thole. .a_ •• 1t'OUPS, a. illUltuated OIl Tab1e.& XVIII, 
XIX and XX. If thia is trua. than tba tabl&s indicate that Negro dt\pendency 
would be higbIR alld would altar the rata of aeidiviaa foJ: Nth depand&ncy 
and de 1 i.aq1&ll.C7 • *lila par cents of re.cidivistrl fOt:' the. Caucasian groups 
tended, tbaJl'&fon. to be m.ore reliable. than the. per cent. of Meidi ... ist8 f_ 
the Nesro groups. ~ factor 1s important to interpretation of tl:l8 dsta 
l:t. __ rOWl ...,.arati_ par cants have. been givan concernina depenJelloCY 
and deliJaq-...y iOI" taa var:tQWI p-oups based on cases tba~ fit into Ii 
re .. aHb. .... i.p. 'l'Ja& fol1owiDi pnerali.zatiODs 11IIlSt tIIIt~t?, be. iatel-pJre.d 
w1thia the Ie.,. of the f ... ..wOl'k of this duip. and ahoulc1 not be pl'ojeete4 
to al\f 1'''' or a:eU"ioua P'Ou, outai4a the. d&finitioas of this work. 
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In the analysis of the dependency data, it was found that in general 
the per cent of dependency recidivists was bigher for tba Audy Home group. 
This included all cases, irrespective of race, age or religion. Also, it was 
determined that the Negro Audy Home eases had a lower per cent of recidivists 
than tba Caucasian cases and that the Caucasian cases from the. Audy Home have 
the higbe.st per cent of recidivists. There. was a distinct difference between 
the Caucasian eases from the Intake Departaent and the Audy Home. but the 
difference between the Negro Intake and Audy BouB groups was less clear. 
There are a nUl1.lber of specific conclusions that can be. ude about the dif .. 
ferent racial, religious and age groupe in our sample. 
The Caucasian catholic dependency pet' cent of ncidivists for the Audy 
Home cases was twice as high as that for the Intake group I the. par cents 
being 15.9 for Intake and 30.6 for the Audy Home. The. par cent of ncidivi •• 
for the Protestant Caucasian Audy Home group was two and one-half times 
greater than for the. Intake group: the per cent was 27.8 for the Audy l:tota 
and 11.0 for the Intake group. The. Negro Protestant group per cent of 
recidivists for tha Audy Homa cases was only slightly gnater than the 
Intake group; the per cents were IS.7 and 13.5. respectively. 
Applying the factor of age to the different groups, it was learned that 
the Negro Protestant group had the highest re.eid1:yut age avera,. of the three. 
major groups, with. the Audy Home casu having a higher average than the 
Intake cases. '!'be eD-me pattern existed for the Qm<!a~ian Catholic group but 
varied with the CaucsS ian Protestant group, whe,re the. Intake group aftrage. a,p 
for recidivism was higher than the Audy Home group_ In all likelihood, the 
average. age of ncldivism for the. Intake. group was higher than the Audy Home 
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'-oup. In all likelihood. the avera. age of recidivislIl for all the groups 
will not change by any increased recidivism, since the ave. rap. of dependeDt 
recidivists is less than ten years of ap. and tba age groups studiad range 
from thiz-teen tbrou,Sh sixteen. 
From. all indications. tbe data obtained ,",rifies the hypothesis tbat 
those chilclnn tl'ausfuee,ci to Audy Home from. Intake represent tbe more 
serious placeant probl&118 and do return more often for dependency than those 
cases who were. referred elaewhwe. from the. Intake De.partment after tbe.1% 
initial nfe.rral fa: dependency by the. Chicago Police. 'l'tte hypothesis is 
also supported in that diffennces did exist within and between tbe. different 
groups from the. Intake Dapartme.nt and the Audy HOIl8 according to ap. race 
and reUgic:m.. 
When aJlalyai.nl the data for delinquency. there. are many more. aspects 
to consider. a._rally. the per c:e.nt of recidivislIl was greater for the Int. 
cases than for tbe Audy 'IioIrIe cases. llowe¥er, the. Caucasian Intake eases 
_re lower thaD the AUdy Home cas.s. whereas the. Negro Audy lloma group had a 
highez- per cent of recidivists thaD the respective Intake cases. 'I'bere is a 
considerable difference in the per cent of recidivists of the Negro Intake 
and AUdy Boa eas .. and tba Caucasian Intake and Audy Bome ca.... 'lhe per 
cent WaS considerably higher for the. Negro groups. The Mghar diII~-D49' 
per cent of the Negro may have a close relationship to the fact that the 
Negro boys returned at an earl1er age for delinquency and, tberefore., are 
often regarded a. dependents by the court. For the present research. tbe 
age of a child is Dot considered a. the determinant in wbether a child is 
con.idered a dependeDt but rather the. rCt450n for being referred as a 
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recidivist. Many young boya, then, under twelve ware considered as delinquen 
recidivists. l"'h.:ls factor may be offse.t, hOWGiver, if the assumption is lIlade 
that the Negro boy runs away at an earlier age. than tla Caucasian boy. aa 
appean to be true. from the cUlta. Therefore., many boys who ran away at 
the agee of H'Yell through twalve were not included as dependents, although 
the court relarded them as such. This factor would alao tend to raise tbe 
per cent of admissions of both Caucasians and Negroes. It is not certain 
whether the per eent of dependency and delinquency would be increasad 
proportionately by adding this type of case, but there appears to be suffic 
evidence to indicate. that tba group that has the largest IlUlllber of delin-
quent admissions for running away at an early ap would also have a higher 
per cent of nc.idivists specifically for de.liaquancy as relates to the 
definition in this research framework. 
From the tables, it can be. MGn that tba per cet of recidivists varied 
with all groups. The Caueasian Prote.stant group had the I'II08t consistent 
relationship between the Intake ant! Audy Home ca-•• since each Audy llc.IIa age. 
group had a h.igbar per cent of recidivists than the re.spe.ctiw Intaka age 
group. and each age. group had a higher pe.r cent of recidivists than the 
preceding aga group. 'l'his pattern did not exist for either the Caucasian 
Catholic or Nairo Protestant groups. It was also detel"lldn.ed that the runa-
ways tended to affe.ct the readmission ave.rap per recidivist. Some e.xtze. 
cas .. of readmissions far other types of offenses added to the runaways 
tended to uaka the 1l1&dian rather than mean raadmissicm rate appear more. 
reliable. Relative to the type. of offenses t there. did not 8eem. to be a great 
deal of difference., except in th.e. cata~orj.es of purse8nateh.ing and strong-an 
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robbery, .pecifically for the Negro Protestant ca..... Tbare was also a 
similarity in the recidivist rat .. and readmission rate for the Negro Protes-
tant age. groups from thirteen through a ixtaen. Tbia indicat .. d a tr_d to a 
higher per cent of recidivism as well as an increase in total admissions for 
ue younger age. groups. 
The general mean number of Radlaia.ions for the Intake cas.a, irrespec-
tive. of race, age or religion, was 3.4 for each recidivist after the original 
admission for dependency; and the mean number for the Audy Home cases was 3.3 
readmissiOnE jIItr recidivist for delinquency. For the specific groups. the 
Cauca~ian Catholic Intake cases had a lower readmission mean but appear to 
return for 110X8 serious cases than do the Audy BOla case.. The Negro Protes-
tant Audy Homa cases had a higher readmission _an and appeared to return for 
more. serious offenses in genera 1. Also, the Negro Protestant group had the 
highast ftadmissioa rate of all the three major groups and aPJlllll'ed to return 
for more serious of....... The Ne.gro boys also appeared to return Qt an 
earlier age than the Caucasian boys, especially for runniag away. but also 
for other IIDr'e serious offenses. 
It was alse determined from tb$ data that oiff.re .... exiated between 
the Intal<;e. groups and the Audy Home groups for the Caucasian Catholics, 
Caucasian Prote.stan1a and Negro Proteatanta wban tbe factor of ag. was con-
sidered. 'l'1e Caucasian Catholic JrOUP was les. conaiateat than tbll other two 
groups in ratio of ad1Disaiona to transfers, specifically in tba thil'tee.n and 
fiftee.n-yaar-old age brackata. The Caucasian Catholic and Protestant Audy 
Home. groups from. the thirtee.n and f~-ye.ar-old age. brackets appe.are.d to 
substantiate 'the hypothesis when considering the. pe.r ce.nt of recidivism, per 
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cent of readmissions and relative seriousness of admissions. Among the 
fifteen and sixteen-year-old Caucasian Catholic and Protestant groups, 
the hypothesis was not supported, since there was almost an opposite pattern 
for delinquency when compared to the thirteen and fourteen-year-old groups. 
Amorag the Negro Protestant groups of thirteen and fourteen-rear-olds, 
the hypothesis was not supported; whereas among the fifteen and sixteen year 
olds, it waG in terms of the per cent of recidivism, per cent of readmis'ions 
and relative seriousnesu of admissions. The Negroes maintained a compara-
tively consistent relatiallship of admissions to transfers but were trans-
ferred to tl_ Avdy Homa proportionately le8S than the other two major groups. 
The Negro group seems to have had an opposite pattern for delinquency than 
the Caucasian groups whanconsidering age as a factor. The Negro Protestant 
groups from. the. Intake. Departme.nt and the Audy Home had a higher recidivist 
rate, readmission rate and returned for more serious offenses; but there 
appea~d to be less variance in this regard when comparing the Caucasian 
Catholic and Protestant Audy Home. thirteen and fourteen year olds and the 
Intake fifteen and sixteen-year-old case. to be Negro cases from the same. 
groups. The greatest variation for delinquency recidivism existed in the 
thirtee.n and fourteen-year-old Intake casas where the Negro cases were 
higher in recidivism, re.admissions and seriousness of offenses. mum the 
type. of offense is al~lyzedt the number of runaways ~ increasingly 
smal"'!r for the older age groups t which 'banded to indicate increased delin-
quent activity and a high readmission rate specifically for the Negro Protes 
tant cases. 
It was a180 learned that several of tbe Caucasian age groups have 
_------",... ....... - ....... --------.................. -----, ..... --......... -.... __ ... _iilI'~ ..... --=~.,-,~-,_, _"'I 
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approximately the. same. per cents as the. respective Negro Protestant age. 
groups. (Se.e. Table. XVI.) '.che greatest di.fference in re.cidivism betwee.n any 
particulal.' groups at>peared to exist where, the,re. was the gre.atest variance 
between <'Jdulissions and transfers to the Audy Home. Each of the. three major 
groups diffe.red in tr~nsfer rates to the Audy Homa. The Negro Protestant 
group bad tlw. le.ast ratio of transfers to admissi.ons, followed by the 
Caucasian Catholic group and the Caucasian Protastant group. These. groups 
haw. the S&we order when considering per cents of recidivists, per cents of 
re.admissions gud se.riousness of offenses. Also, the. most consistent tranafe 
rate existed for the Caucasian Protestant group. 
It appears, then, that generally the hypothe.sis is supported for the 
de.pendent groups. Specifically, the Caucasian dependent groups more clearly 
substantiate. the. hypothesis than the Negro groups. Observing the results of 
the research relative to delinquency, gene.rally, there does not appear to be 
any clear iildicati..:>n that those boys transferred to the Audy Home Proper 
from the Intake !:apartment return more than those not transferred. However. 
that diffe.rences occurred among and between the. different age, racial and 
religious groups was verified relative, to both dependency and de.linquency. 
On the basis of this research, there. appear to be. six areas of rese.arch 
concerning dependency and delinquency that need further investigation. 
First, it was obVious that a small number of boys accounted for a dis ... 
proportionate U1llher of off...-.. It appears, then, that the predictability 
for recidivism for delinquency incre.ases for a child with each return. If 
this were trua for all delinquents. then int~ification and specialization 
of probation servi,'!es would increase. their effe.e1:iveneas and conceivably 
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preftnt countlass crimes in the. commullity. 
Second. in relation specifically to the groups studied in this 
research. it appeal"s also that if a child re.t 1lrns fOl" de.pende.ncy, then that 
child 18 more likely to return for delinque.n.cy than a first dependent toe.ier-
ral. If this is so, tien in all l1kaUh.ood first de.pendent referrals would 
have a higher predictability rate for delinql~ncy than a child not refe.rre.d 
£Ol" dape.ndency. jAt least on the baeis of this re.se.al"Ch, there appears to 
exist a high l"a te of return for de.linquency if i"I child is referre.d for 
dependency. 
If the pattern for tbe thirteen, fourteen ~nd fifteen-year-old groups 
follows the pattern for the sixteen-year-old group, then it can be pl"Cdictad 
that the. per cent of recidivism for the. Ctlucasian Catholic, Caucasian 
Protastaut ... amL.Negro Protestant group, would be. about :W, 20 and 35 per cent, 
respectively, for the Intake. cases and 19. 25 and 58 per cent for the. same 
Audy -a.o. groups. It must be remembered, also, that the. statistics used 
are mini:m.al for the sixte.e.n-year-old group. s inee. they do not include the. 
entire juvenile. age. of a boy, which lsqsavent6e.n years of age. It might 
also be mentioned that the. statistics used are those. of apprehension, which 
_ans ~hat if tba group of case.s studie,d were. apprehended. bver four:hmctie4' 
times for some. sort of· del inque-ncy t the. actua l. number of ~ft,nses involved 
can ba e.stimated in the thousands. (See Tables XV! and avII.) 
Tba third area of rese. ... rch that cOll1d be. investigated is the. possi-
bility that the. lower the rAe.an age for referrals for dependency the. highar 
tbe. _an age. for dalinque.ncy; and tl~e higher the. me. .. m age for depende.ncy, 
the lower ... me.au age. for de.lilllplency. '1'be reason for this Ulight be. that: 
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(1) the lODlBr a child is exposed to disuniting fa*ilia1 influences, the. more 
prone tbe child is to succumb to some sort of social misbehavior at an earl~ 
age; and (2) the older a child is, the. GIl::e. difficult it is to find a foste.r 
placement for that child because the child has more difficulty in adjusting 
to a new mode of life. Thus, placement facilities diminish with age. for 
dependent children. 
A fourth new area of research is that there is evidence that tends to 
indicate that the Negro ch.Ud engages in delinquency much earlier, more 
frequently and for more serious offenses than the. Caucasian child. It also 
appears th~t dependents who engage in delinquent activity do so at an earlier 
age than othe.r delinquent children. 
Fifth, there is the possibility that court intervention seems to affect 
the cases. It is conceivable that the reason the hypothesis was not clearly 
substantiated as was e.xpe.cted was that the Audy Home cases all subsequently 
had SaDe continuing relation with the court. whereas the Intake cases did 
not necessarily fall into this category. 
Lastly, it would seem that a follow-up study on anyone of the age 
groups would be important and would indicate Various trends concerning 
dependency and delinquency with its subsequent relationship to the effects 
of family disunity. To facilitate. any research in this re.gard, the 
researcher has available the names of all cases which would eliminate the 
meticulous task of thumbing through SO\lle 30,000 records a8 was originally 
dcne. 
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Recidivism for Dependency -- State of returninl to Intake Dapartmant of tbe 
Audy Home for dependency after release from eitber Intake 
or Audy Home for dependency. 
Recidivist - Boy who is returned for dependency or dalinquency to Intake 
Department after initial release from Intake or Audy Home. 
Boy is counted as a recidivi.t for dependency or deUnquency 
only onca relardlas. of total readmissiona. 
Raferral - Process()of letting anotHr person or agency or institution to 
assume control over a boy either temporarily or per.anently. 
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